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INTRODUCTION

"There are indeed, things that cannot be put into

words. They make themselves manifest. They are what is
1

mystical." It is not likely that T. S. Eliot ever read

this, the final proposition of Ludwig Wittgenstein's

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus , but it is evident, I think,

that the notion it expresses is pertinent to the position

Eliot himself came to articulate late in his career. When

he says in the Quartets that finally, "the poetry does not
2

matter," he is stating the same understanding about the

relation between word and act, between word and expectation,

and between word and reality that Wittgenstein, from another

position, settles upon. For the philosopher, such a con-

clusion presents certain problems, but they do not necessar-
3

ily undermine his habit of philosophizing. For the poet,

however, a similar realization raises questions which

strike at the very center of his vocation, and for Eliot,

the philosopher-turned-poet, the questions which issue from

such speculation have especial importance. The purpose of

this study is to suggest some of the origins, in the early

Eliot, of the conclusion that finally "the poetry does not

matter" and, at greater length, to examine some of the effects

on his work wrought by the process of arriving at such a



conclusion. The process through which Eliot moves is

particularly one of struggle with language, as it is

for any poet. But for Eliot, language and its abilities

or failures are of especially grave importance, for he

essayed to be not only poet, but literary and social

critic and dramatist as well. In short, he was to be-

come the most complete man of letters the English-

speaking world has seen so far in this century, and the

crucial role language was to play in his development and

his work cannot be underestimated. Nor do I mean here

to imply language as merely the ordering of words into

verses, but the whole range of problems which the

twentieth century has raised concerning the reasonable-

^^^^M^_^B^-'^^-^^-^^^^P^-9.t..y/^-^M§..^^ vehicles of meaning and
I

comitvLULication.,- and finally^.-.of self-realization and

identification. If Eliot's poetic career begins in the

heyday of British idealism in philosophy, it comes to a

close at the time of great debate between the logical

positivists and the newly-arrived common language

philosophers of Oxford and Cambridge, It is often remarked

that ours has been a time of criticism, and this is just

as true philosophically as literarily. That words can be

made to reach across the void left by the disappearance

of God (and hence of all Absolutes) and thereby reestablish

some basis of relation with forms existing outside the sub-

jective and ego-centered self has been one of the chief

concerns of the first half of the twentieth century. Eliot,



by denying the disappearance of God, comes to discover

that language can be used to bridge the void and then

reaffirm the validity of a metaphysic. But the movement

which leads him from the irony and self-isolation of a

Prufrock to an affirmation of the reality of an incarnate

Absolute has not yet been fully explored.

This study must acknowledge some limits and can

from the first claim only a limited appraisal. It is not

within my abilities to review in detail the philosophical

backgrounds of the problem, but only to suggest some of the

most important ones for an understanding of what Eliot

makes of them. Nor is it mayhap my aim to judge, on

philosophic grounds, the validity of the solutions Eliot

arrives at through his roles as poet, critic and dramatist,

I can only hope, in a limited way, to trace some of the

steps which Eliot follows in his transition from private

ironist to public oracle and to suggest, in passing,

some of the effects such a journey has on that thing

which is most important for any student of Eliot—namely,

the poetry itself.

In any such study as this a number of assumptions are

made, most of which become clear during the course of the

work. But there is a particular historical point of view

underlying much of what I shall have to say later and which

has not been held long enough yet to be taken for granted.

The point of view I have in mind holds that the pre-

dominant ideo-cultural shape of the modern Western world is

a direct result of those patterns of thought and belief to



which we most often affix the terra, rather loosely,

Romantic, The chief characteristic of the Romantic

view, in this understanding, has to do with its sense

of the loss, for human purposes, of absolute value in

any transcendant form, or God. It sees, instead, the

increasingly prevalent belief that man is the center of

the world and hence the shaper of all values as the

central "dogma" of the Romantic view. But this view

also recognizes a counter tendency at work in the

tv;entieth century which would restore the source of

values to something external to the ego and even in

some instances, reestablish a concept of transcendent

Absolutes. Approaching Eliot from this perspective

is to find him beginning at a point when what I have

called the Romantic view is at its height and moving,

gradually, to a position which, though never completely

leaving off all his early assumptions, stands in

opposition to the place where he began.

The direction of this study has been largely suggest-

ed by two major examinations of nineteenth and twentieth

century writers by J. Hillis Miller. In the first. The

Disappearance of God , Miller sought to trace the receding

spiritual horizon as it was expressed in the v^ork of five

nineteenth century English poets and novelists, and in the

second. The Poetry of Reality , he has attempted to show

that one of the characteristic movements in recent poetry

has been the reassertion of some sort of metaphysical



n^ reality outside the closed center of indivudual hxoman

cognition. Miller's studies depend, in their method,

largely on the work of the French critic Georges Poulet

( Studies in Huraan Time ) who examines the work of each

particular writer as though it were all of one piece,

focusing on its special habits of metaphor and image

and probing its images of time and space in an attempt

to illuminate the author's world-view. Up to a point,

this present study follows some of the method employed

by these two critics, and is greatly indebted to Miller's

understanding of the aesthetic and philosophic milieu out

of which Eliot springs.

The Poetry of fjgality treats Yeats, Eliot, Thoitas,!-^

Stevens, and W, C. Williams all as writers who, in their

individual and various ways, begin with an experience of

nihilism and move from that to assert a "new reality."

Yeats achieves this, says Miller, "by his affirmation of

the infinite richness of the finite moment; Eliot by his

discovery that the Incarnation is here and now; Thomas by

an acceptance of death which makes the poet and art.

rescuing all things; Stevens by his identification of

imagination and reality in the poetry of being; Williams
5

by his plunge into the 'filthy Passaic.'" In spite of

these different ways of achieving a vision of reality ,

all these five produce work in which "reality comes to be

present to the senses, and present in the v/ords of the
6

poems which ratify this possession."



Since the Incarnation, in its most orthodox Christian

formulation, is a making manifest of the remote and

transcendent in the near and immediate through the

revelation of God's grace in the Word, language is of

critical importance in any belief in Incarnational reality.

Any study of Eliot, therefore, from the point of view

earlier mentioned, must needs center on his understanding

of language, its relational value and its ultimate efficacy

in rendering present the mysterious union of subject and

object, of God and creation ("Here, the intersection of

the timeless moment/ Is England and nowhere. Never and

always."). From the early ironic enclosure of Prufrock,

locked within his own subjective ego, to the end of "Little

Gidding" where "Every poem [is] an epitaph" and "the fire

and the rose are one" the course of Eliot's poetry,

criticism and drama is marked by a continuing attempt

"to learn to use words," and a constant "raid on the in-

articulate," The course of this struggle with language is

further marked by a transition from involved overt irony,

in the early poems, to direct (almost prosaic) statement

in many of the late poems. Rather than settle for recourse

in some mystical understanding, Eliot's poetry comes to

arrive finally at a level of incantation and contemplation,

where words take on the aura of sacramental gesture.

Repetition becomes a new way of using words pointing to

both acceptance and intention. If the Word has validity,

then words, by analogy, have theirs, and even orthography



can be relied upon as having a permanent value and meaning.

In the poems from "Ash-Wednesday" on and in all of

the plays, the fact of Incarnation is being affirmed.

That affirmation is redemption and comes to affect all

areas of Eliot's interest. Just as words come to be re-

deemed from their earlier, ironic condition, so also are

history, time, space and even man's physical condition,

his body anci its natural demands. Love is no longer un-

redeemed (as in "Prufrock" or "The Waste Land") but becomes,

in .the Quartets , "The association of man and woman/ In

daunsinge, signifying matrimonie—/ Adignified and

comn^odious sacrament," Poetry, also redeemed from sub-

jectivity, parallels this, and becomes "every phrase/ And

sentence that is right where every word is at home. Taking

its place to support the others,/ The word neither diffident

nor ostentatious,/ An easy commerce of the old and the new,/

The common word exact without vulgarity,/ The formal word

precise but not pedantic,/ The complete consort dancing

together,"

Belief in Incarnation enables Eliot to take hold of

a world in which language is something other than what the

mind makes of it. Language can be the means of both real

communication and valid offering and thus may especially

be useful when overtly public, as in the drama, which

occupies Eliot increasingly after "Ash-V7ednesday .
" The

task of specifying the "impossible union" where "Spheres of

existence [are] actual," and "past and future . , . recon-

ciled" is not easily fulfilled, however, and is only
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accomplished after a nuniber of false starts. But the mater-

ials for the final achievement are provided in the found-

ation, along with the impetus to make the effort. In the

first chapter I will suggest some of those original mater-

ials and point up some of the sources of Eliot's initial

departure from the irony of Laforgue and the solipsism of

F, H. Bradley, In the second chapter some attention will

be given to Eliot's early experience with the problem of

criticism and what it suggests to him about the nature and

role of language not only for the pursuit of literary and

social critique, but for poetry and drama as well, and in

the third and fourth chapters I will examine the results

of those early lessons as they take shape in the plays and

the late poetry, respectively.

Throughout, I have tried to remain conscious of the

fact that what is being examined is not just a poem or a

play, but rather a process, of v/hich each of the individual

works is a part. As in any process, the individual parts

both add to and alter the whole. Eliot himself was aware

of this as early as 1917, and the famous statement from

"Tradition and the Individual Talent" bears repeating here:

No poet, no artist of any art, has his complete
meaning alone. His significance, his
appreciation is the appreciation of his relation
to the dead poets and artists. You cannot
value him alone; you must set him, for contrast
and comparison, among the dead. I_ mean this as
a principle of aesthetic , not merely historical ,

criticism. TlTe necessity that he snail conform,
that he shall cohere, is not one sided; what
happens when a new work of art is created is
something that happens simultaneously to all
the works of art which preceded it. The existing



monuments form an ideal order among themselves,
which is modified by the introduction to them
of the new (the really new) work of art. The
existing order is complete before the new work
arrives; for order to persist after the super-
vention of novelty, the whole existing order
must be, if ever so slightly, altered; and so
the relations, propositions, values of each
V7ork of art toward the whole are readjusted;
and this is conformity between the old and the
new.

(SE, 15, italics mine)

Though Eliot was to modify this view, it remained

throughout the basis of his insistence that one must read

an author in his entirety. This is particularly true of

Eliot himself, for his v;ork describes so clearly a kind of

spiritual journey, and ones needs to get all of it if he is

to get any of it. And the idea of process itself is

pertinent in another way, for one of the conclusions Eliot

reaches is that "for us, there is only the trying,"

It is that process, then, of trying, of "an in-

tolerable wrestle/ With words and meanings" which this

study hopes to illiominate, by following the major movements

of Eliot's career with language as it traverses the course

from irony to sacrament.
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NOTES

1
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus ,

trans. D. F. Pears and B. F. McGuiness (London, 1961) ,
p". 151.

2
The Complete Poems and Plays , 1909-1950 (New

York, 1952), p. L62. ITeremaf^Eer , tnis title wxll be
indicated in the text by CP. In addition, the following
frequently cited v;orks will also be indicated by abbrev-
iations: Selected Essays (London, 1958) , SE; On Poetry and
Poets (New York, 1957) , O'P; The Use of Poetry and the Use
of Criticism (London, 19 33) , UPC; The Sacred Wood (London,
1920) , SW; Collected Plays (LondonTT962) , P; Knowledge and
Experience in the Philosophy of F. H. Bradley (London, l^TT) ,

KB .

3The Tractatus first appeared in 1921, and shortly
after Wittgenstein repudiated much that it contained, spend-
ing the decade of the thirties forroulating a new and more
complete logic, which has appeared since his death from
fragmentary notes kept by himself and his students,

4
The two books by J. Hillis Miller form, rather

obviously, a sequence. It is to the initial chapters of the
second that this study is most in debt.

11.
Miller, The Poets of Reality (Cambridge, 1965)

,

6
Ibid. , p. 11,



CHAPTER 1

The Romantic Inheritance and the Origins of the Problem

"'That is not what I meant at all.
That is not it, at all."'

Prufrock's condition is familiar to any reader of

the early Eliot and it is the embodiment, in the poetry,

of the result of certain ways of thinking which antedate

Prufrock by at least two hundred and fifty years. The

condition is the quintessence of subjectivity. Prufrock,

perhaps never leaving the room of his own mind, finds

his "life" measured "out with coffee spoons" and believes

there is "time yet for a hundred indecisions,/ And for

a hundred visions and revisions,/ Before the taking of

a toast and tea." In such an atmosphere what visions

there are for Prufrock are elusive and shifting, losing

any possible objectivity in the ironic situation created

by Prufrock's own thinking. Language itself is enmeshed

in subjectivity and words take on a strangely disembodied

character, informing here "streets that follow like a

tedious argument/ Of insidious intent," and there, "hands/

That lift and drop a question on your plate" (CP,4) . Little

wonder that Prufrock finds it "impossible to 'say just

-what [he] mean [s]'." He embodies Eliot's assertion, in

11
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Knowledge and Experience / that there is a "circle de-

scribed about each point of view" (KE,141)

.

The irony of Prufrock's circumstance derives from

the constituents of his enclosed v;orld ("the novels,"

"the teacups," and "the skirts that trail along the

floor-") ; figments of his imagination, they appear real in

some external sense as well. But though the notion of a

subjectivism is itself an appearance, everything from the

"point of view of the single mind, is an aspect of the

ego and thus has no independent existence" (KE,189) . So,

reality "exists only through its appearance" and since

that very idea is itself appearance, Prufrock finds it

difficult "to maintain that here is any world at all, to

find objects for these mirrors to mirror" (KE,202) , Being

itself subjectivized, language can communicate, ultimately,

with no one but its user. All human potential and the

world itself are locked up within the confines of the

word, and language reveals the agonizingly private nature

of each experience and, hence, each individual.

It is a witless game to find the whole of a tradition

or a course in history reflected or generated by one ut-

terance, but it is nonetheless true that some assertions

have had the effect of irrevocably altering the shape of

man's conceptual world. The shape of the conceptual

world of Prufrock really begins to take form with Descartes

and his radical formulation cogito , ergo sum . The Dante

whom Eliot had read by 1916 could not have found much meaning
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in Descartes' dictum, but the French poet Laforgue, v/hom

Eliot had clearly absorbed by that same year depends on

that dictum just as surely as does Eliot himself. Be-

tween the two, Dante and Laforgue, the world of phenomenal

reality gives place to the world of mental projection and

the implications of Descartes' vision for subsequent times

have yet to be fully ascertained. But this much can now

be said: the placing of man's cognition at the very

center of the world, making it, in time, the creator of

that world, led to the aesthetic contretemps which Prufrock

is an image of, and produced (in a complex of events) the

philosophical currents v/hich most profoundly affected

Eliot, and did so at the most impressionable point in

his career. Though this chapter is to be concerned chiefly

with those philosophical currents and their effect on the

emerging poet in Eliot, it is not out of place to pause

here momentarily and retrace som.e of the steps which led

Eliot to his first encounter v/ith the thought of F. H. Bradley

and the poetry of Laforgue.

Eliot himself tells us something about his poetic

affinities in the years prior to his entering Harvard in

1906, In The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism , he

says,

my early liking for the sort of verse that small
boys do like vanished at about the age of twelve,
leaving me for a couple of years with no sort
of interest in poetry at all. I can recall clearly
enough the moment when, at the age of fourteen
or so, I happened to pick up a copy of Fitzgerald's
Omar which was lying about, and the almost over-
whelming introduction to a new world of feeling
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v/hich this poem was the occasion of giving
me. It was like a sudden conversion; the
world appeared anev/, painted with bright,
delicious and painful colours. Thereupon I

took the usual adolescent course with Byron,
Shelley, Keats, Rossetti, Swinburne,

^

This was recalled in 1932 and it is important that

we not be put off by his almost casual dismissal of

the Romantic poets he earlier had been so enthusiastic

about. The usual adolescent course was, however later

regarded, the inevitable course for anyone really in-

trigued by poetry in those years and since.

Eliot entered Harvard in 1906. Herbert Howarth,

in Notes on Some Figures Behind T. S. Eliot , collects

some contemporary impressions of the Harvard of those

years and from them generalizes:

It was Harvard's golden era. At the beginning
of this century William James was lecturing;
Santayana; Royce; Babbitt; Kittredge; and others
who, if their names have sounded less persistently
across the world, were almost equally royal.
Great teachers, intellectual athletes with a
zest for many branches of knowledge, were training
their students to their own versatility,^

Of these figures Royce and Santayana were to have a special

importance for the young Eliot; it was through Royce,

initially, that Eliot came to be exposed to the prevailing

idealist tendencies in the philosophical circles of the

time— those which, in turn, were to lead him to a close

examination of F, K, Bradley, As for his reading of poets,

we have his own word that the ancients occupied him a great

deal while contemporary English and American writers were

not even known to him in 1906:
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Whatever may have been the literary scene in
America between the beginning of the century and
the year 1914, it remains in my mind a complete
blank, I cannot remember the name of a single
poet of that period whose work I read: it was
only in 1915, after I came to England, that I

heard the name of Robert Frost. Undergraduates
at Harvard in my time read the English poets of
the '90s, who were dead; that v/as as near as
we could get to any living tradition. Certainly
I cannot remember any English poet then alive
who contributed to my own education. Yeats was
well-known, of course; but to me, at least,
Yeats did not appear, until after 1917, to be
anything but a minor survivor of the '90s.
(After that date I saw him very differently . .

. ,) , , . there was no poet, in either country,
who could have been of use to a beginner in
190 3. The only recourse was to poetry of another
age and to poetry of another language.

5

As is now well known, the other age was the nineteenth

century, and the other language was French. In 1908 Eliot

read Arthur Symons ' The Symbolist Movement in Literature ,

which, as he later remarked, appeared to him "as an

introduction to wholly new feelings, as a revelation."^

"But for having read his book," he says, "I should not, in

the year 190 8, have heard of Laforgue or Rimbaud; I should

probably not have heard of Corbiere. So the Symons book is

one of those v/hich have affected the course of my life."'

We can now say that it was in the French Symbolists

that Eliot discovered some possibility of a new poetry. Of

those writers whom Symons surveys in the edition of 190 8

(Gerard de Nerval, Villiers de L' Isle-Adam, Rimbaud, Verlaine,

Laforgue, Mallarme, Huysmans, Maeterlinck) it was Laforgue

whom Eliot found most intriguing:

He was the first to teach me how to speak, to teach
me the poetic possibilities of my own idiom of
speech. Such early influences, the influences which.
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so to speak, first introduce one to oneself, are
I think, due to an impression which is in one
aspect, the recognition of a temperament akin
to one • s ov/n , , ,

. " 8

It is worth remembering that Eliot's first experience of

Laforgue was not direct, but Laforgue filtered through

the sensibility of Symons, so that v;hat Eliot was reading

was largely the latter 's comment about the poet,. Some of

Symons* remarks bear repeating here:

The verse [of Laforgue] is alert, troubled, sway-
ing, deliberately uncertain, hating rhetoric so
piously that it prefers, and finds its piquancy
in, the ridiculously obvious .... The old
cadences, the old eloquence, the ingenuous
seriousness of poetry, are all banished, on a
theory as self-denying as that which permitted
Degas to dispense with recognizable beauty in
his figures. Here, if ever, is modern verse,
verse which dispenses with so many of the
privileges of poetry, for an ideal quite of
its own. It is after all, a very self-conscious i-

deal.9

The emphasis here on speech, on words freed from

their poetic conventions, is important. No doxibt Eliot

would have recognized this in Laforgue without Symons

pointing it up, but the critic's realization that the ideal

such practice leads to is "very self-conscious" might

have otherwise escaped the young student. Laforgue 's

practice is but a natural development from the notion that

all we have by which to figure forth the world is our own

speech and when that practice leads to a feeling that the

world is only our own saying it, then the result is likely

to be an extreme self-consciousness. Any extreme conscious-

ness of self, in poetry, is in turn likely to be the source

and cause of a heightened sense of irony.
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Had Eliot's chief interest in 1908 been poetry he

might have then steeped himself in Laforgue and proceeded

to imitate his ironic view, thinking that by so doing he

was achieving a similarly 'new' poetry in his own

language. But Eliot had other interests and the chief

of those was philosophy. And it was, I think, from out

of the combination of the two, poetry and philosophy, and

particularly the stylistic features of both in the kinds

he read, that the figure of Prufrock emerges in 1916. That

singularly enigmatic figure is the poetic embodiment of

the epistemological dilemma confronted by the prevailing

idealism of the day, Prufrock is fashioned out of those

strains which, for the Eliot of 190 8-1914, are best

represented in the philosophizing of F, H, Bradley and

the poetizing of Laforgue. The idea of Laforgue 's poetry

and the style of Bradley's philosophy point to the same

thi"ng; a world of mind is an enclosure continually

reverting to the utter privacy of the self. For the

philosopher, such a world is always threatening to become

merely a linguistic trap; for the poet, such a world is a

place of profound pessimism where the only human ppsture is

an. ironic view of one's self.

It is just as reasonable to imagine Eliot being led

to Bradley and other prevailing philosophical currents of

the time by his interest in the writers Symons introduced

him to as it is to assume that his reading of Bradley led

him to the poetry of Laforgue. The truth is, I think that

the two influences present themselves to Eliot at about the
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same time and then work together and that, moreover, the im-

portant effect of Bradley upon Eliot the poet is through

his style of thought. Certainly he could not have pre-

sented to the Eliot of those years a way markedly different

from the course which Laforgue figures forth in his

poetry. Much has been made of the influence of Bradley

(and those from whom he, in his own turn, is descended)

on Eliot, and several perceptive critics have carefully

traced the persistence of certain Bradleyan ideas in

Eliot's poetry. 10 But there has been, I think, a tendency

to overestimate the importance of Bradley for Eliot in

one sphere with the result of not realizing his importance

to another. I have in mind here the critical habit of

treating Eliot's poetry and drama as chiefly the thinly

veiled repository of philosophical ideas and the naturally

resulting practice of finding the philosopher in the midst

of the verse. That Bradley (and other thinkers, for

that matter) are important to Eliot goes without saying

now, but the way in which Bradley serves as influence is yet

to be fully explored. Eliot's own late recollection of

Bradley's value to him, quoted in my introduction, might

suggest that his style of statement alone is worth more

study than it has hitherto been granted. At the very

least, Bradley informs the early Eliot in more ways than

the exclusively ideational.

But first, Bradley's thought; whence did he come and

what sort of position did he articulate? It is fair to

assume that Eliot's introduction to Bradley came through
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Royce, whom Eliot once called "that extraordinary philoso-

pher."^-^ Royce was a monist and a post-Kantian idealist

who held the whole universe to be contained in an all-

comprehensive Mind, the Logos, or the Absolute; and to be

differentiated within that Mind into individuals, both

huii;\an, organic and 'inanimate'. It was essentially a

voluntaristic philosophy, stressing the ability of the

individual to work out his salvation by an effort of the

v;ill pursued within the grace afforded by the Community.

Because of this Royce put a great deal of emphasis on the

value of loyalty, and on the inherent value to be found

in both order and security.

But it was Bradley that Eliot spent most of his

time with, reading (probably under Royce 's guidance)

his Ethical Studies (1876) , The Principles of Logic

(1885) and Appearance and Reality (189 3) . The impetus of

much of Bradley's work was negative, centering on a

continuing attack upon the British Empiricists, the tra-

dition of thought that flows through Locke, Berkeley, and

H\ime and culminates in Mill's System of Logic (1843) .

Drawing on the work of Hegel and Lotze, Bradley struck at

the Empiricist doctrine of Mind and Inference, finding their

'psychologism' the weakest link in their chain of logical

postulation. "In England at all events we have lived too

12
long in the psychological attitude." ^ His main point

against the Empiricists could be sxxmmed up by saying that

"he objected to their interpretation of the thesis that

13
philosophy is the study of human knowledge or thought."
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What for the Empiricists came to be regarded as an idea

(basic unit of thought) Bradley asserted to be mere il-

lusion and appearance, V7here the Empiricists insisted

upon the verifiable reality attendant on the image we

form in our minds of any object, Bradley maintained, through

a complicated epistemological critique, that such images

were essentially apparential themselves. To make of them

the object of empirical study was to assume they were

existent, observable, verifiable phenomena. This, Bradley

felt, was inherently wrong, for it led to a confusion

between the phenomenalistic study of mind and the philoso-

phical investigation of the objects of mind themselves.

But Bradley did not reject the possibility that

even appearance exists in some respect; in fact, his

major work. Appearance and Reality , is devoted to show-

ing just how and in what way appearances exist and to

what degree they constitute portions of the truth we can

know about Reality, It is at this point that Bradley's

idealism becomes most evident, for he argues (in Appearance

and Reality ) that appearance, existing in some sense and

forming part of Reality, needs only to be completed in a

transcendent pattern to become fully real. Ethics and morals

subscribe to the same understanding and thus even pain and

evil have a place in a transcendent pattern, being finally

subsumed into it and thereby transformed into good.

But yet Bradley's Absolute is not a Platonic vision

of transcendencies; his universals give way, since no true

viniversals can be other than concrete, to an all-embracing

Universal — the world as a whole, or the Absolute. 14
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It is almost as though Bradley were sitting astride a

fence separating extreme idealism on the one side from

extreme realism on the other. This precarious predicament

led him to postulate degrees of truth, or degrees of

appearance. This life is one of Appearance, because each

mind is enclosed within itself. The Absolute (which is

none other than the world itself) can only be apprehensible

in its concrete form through the efficaciousness of what

Bradley called 'finite centers' (akin to Leibniz's monads),

where all consciousness is contained in closed units

complete in themselves and yet united in the Absolute.

Bradley's rhetoric works mightily to carry the baggage of

the argument and at times makes it appear as if he had in-

ceed solved the problems inherent in postulating sxobject

and object. There is nothing extreme about Bradley's

position in these matters; instead, there is a sort of

grandeur in his exposition of them which bespeaks an urbane,

catholic mind rather than a narrow, dogmatic one.

Eliot may have been early attracted by that catholicity

in Bradley and certainly such an attraction is part of his

admiration of the man's style. In his 19 27 essay on Bradley,

Eliot remarks that "one of the reasons for the power he still

exerts, as well as an indubitable claim to permanence, is

his great gift of style." He goes on in the same essay to

compare Bradley's style to Arnold's and for what, I believe

is an important, though usually overlooked, reason. Both

men were, notes Eliot, waging war against the same enemy

—
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one which in Arnold's vocabulary was called Philistianism

and in Bradley's, Utilitarianism, The weapons they each

employed were the same: a close attention to and

scrupulous use of words. They both wanted precision and

they wanted it in the cause of a broadened perspective

on the world of thought and ideas rather than in the

effort to narrow the world down to compartments of

particular usefulness. Both were, in this respect, anti-

scientistic. Eliot locates both Arnold and Bradley in

what he calls "the Greek tradition" on the basis of their

particular use of language. In a philosophy like Bradley's,

he says,

the points at which he stops are always important
points. In an unbalanced [Eliot has just named
Behaviorism and Pragmatism as examples] or
uncultivated philosophy words have a way of
changing their meaning — as sometimes with Hegel;
or else they are made, in a most ruthless and
piratical manner, to walk the plank ....
But Bradley, like Aristotle, is distinguished by
his scrupulous respect for words, that their
meaning should be neither vague nor exaggerated;
and the tendency of his labours is to bring
British philosophy closer to the Greek tradition.-'-^

There is more here, however, than just a nice care

for words and Eliot is perhaps being kinder to Bradley,

retrospectively, than early evidence would require. But it

is more than a poet paying homage to a philosopher because

both might be occupied with the way words can best be employed.

The problem of language, though often obscured by an

excess of it in Bradley's philosophizing, is central to that

philosophizing, and Eliot's extended critique of Bradley
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taught him something both of the difficulty of saying

what one really means and also of the necessity of

finding a view of reality which might permit of saying

anything at all.

At the time of this writing, only one extended

study using Eliot's dissertation of Bradley has been

pioblished, and that was done before Eliot himself had

published the paper, in 196 4. Eric Thompson, in his

T, S. Eliot — The Metaphysical Perspective , attempts to

•read' Eliot's career as poet in the light of his philoso-

phical interests as expressed in the dissertation,^^

Thompson has three theses, all based, he says, on his

reading of Knowledge and Experience in the Philosophy

of F. H. Bradley:

Eliot's beginning as a poet is a philosophical
' standpoint; Eliot's philosophical education was

ultimately motivated by the need to be a poet;
and Eliot's unique achievement is to be a
philosophical poet in an age of unbelief , -^"^

Though my purpose here is not primarily to argue the merits

of Mr. Thompson's theses, a few cautions need to be

recorded. It may be that any poet's beginning is a philo-

sophical standpoint, whether or not he is aware of the fact,

but the real question is what constitutes the particular

standpoint under examination, Thompson seems to feel that

Eliot's is that of Bradley, and this needs much modification.

It is, however, the second of Thompson's theses which is

most problematical. He justifies his position on the

evidence that Eliot had written five "poems that are the

work of a master in 1910-11, and did not really settle down
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18
to the study of philosophy until 1911-15." This is

to split hairs; there is no question but that Eliot was

"reading" philosophy from his early Harvard years (he took

Professor G. H, Palmer's course in ancient philosophy his

first year and followed that the next year with Santayana's

"History of Modern Philosophy";- in his first graduate

year, 1909, he took Santayana's more advanced course,

"Ideals of Society, Religion, Art and Science in their

19Historical Development") , It is inconceivable that a

student with Eliot's interest would not have been pursuing

much more than the stated requirements that such courses

might prescribe. But it is foolish to haggle over the

meaning of 'study,' VJhat is important here (and Thompson

seems unaware of this) is that Eliot's early and most

clearly Laforguian poems come at the same time he was

probing seriously the reaches of certain philosophical

movements. In writing the poems of 1910-11 Eliot was

being a poet; in writing the dissertation of 1910-15 he was

being the philosopher. Though one need not be seen as

dependent on the other, they are related, and the way in

which they are is obscured by Thompson's contention. The

Laforguian poems (and the imbibing of Laforgue) implant

particular points of view in the mind of the young poet

and thus also do the philosophical investigations. Both,

I think, lead to a similar position, especially with

respect to the use and usefulness of language. In order to

see how this is so, we need to examine Eliot's critique of
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c
Bradley and then relate that to his experience of

Laforguian irony.

While Thompson's use of Eliot's Bradley thesis is

unimaginative at best and seems bound to shed little nev/

light on the poetry, it is tempting to let Hugh Kenner's

chapter on Bradley in The Invisible Poet stand as having

covered the ground sufficiently. There is no question

that Kenner has read Bradley and read him closely, and

his own prose has a charm which itself persuades. 20 But

he relied on annotations and digests of the Eliot dis-

sertation for his study, being unable to read the manuscript

itself. Moreover, like Thompson (actually, we see that

Thompson is following Kenner in this, the latter 's book having

preceded Thompson's study) he wants to make Eliot's 'use'

of Bradley a fortuitous one — a metaphysic to support a

poetic experience:

The study of Bradley , . . may be said to have
done three things for a poet who might other-
v;ise not have passed beyond the phase of
imitating Laforgue. It solved his critical
problem, providing him with a point of view
towards history and so with the scenario for
his most comprehensive essay, 'Tradition and
the Individual Talent'; it freed him from the
Laforguian posture of the ironist with his
back to a wall, by affirming the artificiality
of all personality including the one we
intimately suppose to be our true one; , . and
it released him from any notion that the art his
temperament bade him practice was an eccentric
art, evading for personal and temporary reasons
a more orderly, more 'normal' unfolding from
statement to statement.

That Bradley "solved [Eliot's] critical problem" is a

matter which we will pass over here, for it is a major
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concern of the next chapter. It is the second of

Kenner's notions (that Bradley "freed him from the

La^orguian posture of the ironist . . . .") which I want

to examine here, and specifically so in the context of

Eliot's, ideas in his dissertation. If indeed Bradley

"freea" Lliot at all it v;as not, I think, by providing him

a way out of the Prufrockian trap, but by making it all the

clearer that some means had to be discovered which would

in time overcome the debilitation of an ironic enclosure.

Bradley appears more often than not a Laforgue in philo-

sophical garb and there are suggestions in Knowledge and

Experience tnat Eliot saw the ground of the resemblance.

The dissertation itself is an extended critique of

Bradley's doctrine of "immediate experience," but even

that early Eliot limits the field with what will come to

be his characteristic disclaimer of intention and ability;

he opens on a negative note:

It is not my intention in the present paper
to cover the whole field of epistemology , or
even to hint at the existence of many questions
of which my subject seems to demand some
discussion. The formation of general ideas, the
theory of judgment and inference, probability
and the validity of knowledge, fall outside the
scope of my attempt. And the problem of error
will seem to receive very slight treatment. In
the present chapter I_ wish to take up Bradley''^
Goctrme of ' imrnediate experience ' as the start-
ing point of knowledge . The the rest of the
essay will occupy itself with the development of
subject and object out of immediate experience

,

with the question of independence , and with the
precise meaning of the term ' obje'ctivity .

'

(KE, 15, italics mine)
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In spite of the disclaimers and the qualifications, Eliot

provides somev/hat more than he promises, for the essay is

rather full and cannot be faulted for leaving any

essential part of Bradley out of the argument. As Eliot

renders it, the Bradleyan v/orld of knowledge and ex-

perience goes something like the following.

We cannot talk about Reality unless we first

determine how we apprehend it and, very simply, we begin

with what we call experience. But immediately we have

to say that experience is not as other contemporary

philosophers have understood it. It is "not a stage which

shows itself at the bottom throughout as fundamental. And

further, remaining, it contains in itself every development

which in a sense transcends it. Nor does it merely

contain all developments, but in its own way it acts as

22
their judge." Immediate experience is not a stage of

consciousness nor "sense-data" or sensations, nor a stream

of feeling. Moreover, there is no particular stage

(animal or infant or adult) v;here experience is merely

inmiediate. Objects are immediately known in their relations

(this side or that side) because that is how we feel we

know them, but since relations are an aspect of our

cognition (feeling), no object is "exhausted by its relations,

and [the] aspect of mere existence, in all objects as well

as feelings, is what we call immediate experience" (KE,24)

,

Therefore, in any cognition there is never more than a

practical separation between the object and what apprehends

it. Still, feeling is "more than either object or subject.
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since in a way it includes both" (KE,28) , Consciousness,

which makes feeling possible, can be reduced to relations

between objects, and objects can be reduced to relations

between different states of consciousness, and "neither

point of view is more nearly ultimate than the other.

But if we attempt to put the world together again, after

having divided it into consciousness and objects, we

are condemned to failure" (KE,39). However much we test

them, entities which are independent of experience cannot

be made to serve as creations of experience. There is

always 'something' in the object which cannot be

analyzed away. But we cannot experience that 'something'

for to do so would be to violate the way we actually do

feel about objects; thus, the only independent reality

is immediate experience or feeling.

Ideas also are caught up in the same aura as

objects, though they have a different kind of life. They

are subject to being felt, and insofar as they must be,

they are bound up in the feeling which conveys them. Hence

it is that we contrast ideas with reality only to find that,

alas, they are something which cannot be grasped - for

they can "only be described in terms of that reality - in

which case [we] have the reality and not the idea; or

[they] must be described in terms of some other reality -

in which case [they have] [their] meaning, and [are]

no longer the same , , , " (KE,56), Ideas exist, there-

fore, if they can be said to exist at all, in the process;
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as soon as touched, the whole world resolves itself into

ideas - or into reals. "The idea is, as idea, Act; and

how far Act can be made an object, together with its

relation to content, presentation, and object . , ,

will form the subject" of what we generally speak of as

object (KE,56), So, the distinction between real and

ideal turns out to be itself an appearance, since the

real is largely ideal and the ideal is also real. The

best we can say on this score is that there are 'points

of view", objects, and half-objects. "Science deals only

with objects; psychology, in the sense of rational or

faculty psychology, may deal with half-objects, and

metaphysics alone with the subject, or point of view" (KE,86)

Since, however, points of view are individual and

multiple, how can "we issue from the circle described about

each point of view? and since. [one] can know no point

of view but [his] own, how can [one] knov/ that there are

other points of view?" (KE,141) The metaphysical answer

is that it is impossible, but the practical (common sense?)

answer holds that we act as if we could know other points

of view than our own. But there also appears an epistemo-

logical way out of the difficulty. What each finite center

knows is contiguous, mysteriously, with what every other

finite center knows, and even though we must fall back

on the rack of failure we still have experience reminding

us that contemplations of ourselves in the act of contem-

plating lead to an awareness of ourselves as objects.
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Such an epistemological twist tends towards a kind

of aestheticism and Eliot is much aware of that;

, As it is metaphysics which has produced the
self so it is epistemology . . , which has
produced knov/ledge. It is perhaps epistemology
, . , that has given us the fine arts; for
what was at first expression and behaviour may
have developed under the complications of self-
consciousness, as we became aware of ourselves
as reacting aesthetically to the object (KE,155)

,

Finally, metaphysics, destroying everything in its analysis

(and hence revealing that destructibility of everything)

is founa to have a virtue in that it "gives us something

equally real, and for some purposes more real, than that

which is analysed," In analysing knowledge, we merely

educe the fact that knowledge is composed of ingredients which

are themselves neither known nor cognitive, but which

"melt into the whole which we call experience" (KE,157)

.

Such a summary as the preceding does great disservice

to both Bradley and Eliot, but perhaps enough of Bradley's

intent has been maintained to suggest what in his

thought struck Eliot the most strongly. In the conclusion

to Knowledge and Experience , Eliot first avers that his

criticism is in agreement with Bradley's exposition on all

major points. But the remainder of that conclusion is a

revealing testimony to Eliot's sensitivity to what was

chiefly perplexing and frustrating about Bradley's

'system.' The very language Eliot uses in the conclusion

bears out his awareness, for what had been Bradley's

paradoxes earlier in the critique become Eliot's own.
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Two observations stand out, and the rest of the

conclusion is filled with similar remarks. Of the thing

called "immediate experience" Eliot almost reluctantly

concludes that it is a "paradox in that it means to be

absolute, and yet is relative; in that it somehow always

goes beyond itself and yet never escapes itself," And,

later, "the process toward the theoretical goal returns

upon itself. We aim at a real thing: but everything

is real as experience, and as thing everything is ideal"

(KE_,166, 167), Finally, says Eliot, metaphysical systems

are "condemned to go up like a rocket and come down like

a stick" (KE,169) , The only sure conclusion is to

acknov/ledge that there is a distinction to be made between

the practical and the theoretical and that on the basis

of such a distinction a metaphysic may be accepted or

rejected without assuming that from a practical point of

view it is either true or false. Knowledge is relative

and its relativity is what, concludes Eliot, "impels us

toward the Absolute," In the light of the course Eliot's

life was to take, surely a prophetic conclusion, but

we cannot suppose that, in 1915, he had any idea of the

shape that Absolute would take. For the time being,

just having wrestled with Bradley and come to see the

paradox inherent in his thought was certainly instructive

enough. In like manner, we should understand the im-

plications of Eliot's conclusions regarding Bradley at the

time he reached them and not be easily led to assume a
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conipietG acceptance of the master on the part of the

disciple. True, Bradley's idealism (or idealism generally)

never utterly disappears from Eliot's perspective and

we can note in advance that Christianity is always on the

brink of plunging into some sort of idealist position or

another. Nonetheless , Kenner, for one, is more polemical

than right in asserting that the 1916 thesis "is evidence

for his unqualified ingestion of certain perspectives of

Bradley's which one does not discover him ever to have

23repudiated.

"

If it cannot be maintained with ease that Eliot appro-

priates the ideas in Ethical Studies and Appearance and Reality
,

then what did Eliot gain from Bradley and why are we justified

in reconsidering the question of Bradley's influence on the

young poet? The answer to the first question has already been

suggested, but will stand some elaboration, and the answer to

the second follows from the first simply because those critics

v/ho have seriously considered Bradley have done so almost ex-

clusively in terms of his philosophical position, paying little

attention to the language in which it is so often couched and

which Eliot appropriates in his critique of Bradley.

Hov;ever closely related paradox and irony are, it

would be far too facile to say that Eliot learns the force

of the former from Bradley and of the latter from

Laforgue, but such a gross oversimplification will serve

as a point of departure and as an exaggeration to be

modified. Paradox is not an inherent feature of idealisms,

but for any idealist who focuses upon point of view, the
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latent possibility of rendering idealist positions

paradoxical is likely to be realized. For the early

followers of Descartes (they were oddly misnamed

rationalists) the defense of the idealism implicit in his

thought was not so difficult as it now might appear.

Between Descartes and Bradley a world had changed, and

some results of that change made the burden of defending

Mind a heavy one indeed, Bradley's defense begins by

rejecting the Cartesian derivation of everything from

the experience of the self. His "immediate experience",

as we have already seen, is prior to any thinking or

sensing, Descartes' "I" has become just another of the

many appearances flesh is heir to and to think the "I"

atands as proof that it is alienated from fundamental reality,

This essential paradox, revealed so clearly in

Bradley's rhetoric, is also the paradox of Eliot's more

general Romantic inheritance. From out the aesthetic

assumptions of the early 19th century, particularly in

England and France, issues a potential dilemma as well

as a new poetic freedom; the replacing of an hierarchical,

correspondent world with one of Mind and its creative

faculty Imagination releases the poet from bondage to the

idea of transcendent Absolutes, but also cuts him off

from the order and security which belief in such Absolutes

affords. How did this happen, and how does it lead to

Bradley?

As Hillis Miller has pointed out, in a brilliant
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analysis of the problem, "romantic literature presupposes

a double bifurcation." It divides existence into two

realms, "heaven and earth, supernatural and natural, the

'real' world and the derived world. It is also divided

24into subjective and objective realms." In the midst

of that divided world man opposes himself, in his subjectivity,

to everything else and that everything he came to oppose

came, in turn, to oppose Mind itself. Some romantic

writers attempted, through poetry, to reunite subject

and object by straining to locate God in the object,

discovering him "A motion and a spirit, that impels/ All

thinking things, all objects of all thought, And rolls

through all things. "^^ But as one comes forward in the

century, he is increasingly disabused of any hope in

Absolutes actually being in Nature and comes finally to

mourn with Arnold, the retreating "sea of faith,"

If the Absolute recedes far enough from view then

it is but a short step to the declaration that Absolutes

do not exist. Thus, God is discovered dead. The death

of God is one of the consequences of the attitudes inherent

in Descartes' radical doubt, those attitudes nourished by

the aesthetic assumptions of the early 19th century and, at

the same time, themselves dependent on Descartes' formulation

of self. God's demise also precedes Bradley and in so

doing makes Bradley's paradox both possible and profound.

Were Absolutes still existent, it would be childishly

irresponsible to question that we can know them, A world
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once given objective reality through its sustenance in

God's creativity has had its limits restricted to define

a place where only man's egocentric self is the creator of

all things, and thereby (also) the dispenser of a now

unneeded God. Man had, as Nietzsche both feared and

exulted, "drunk up the sea,"

''Where is God gone?' he called out. 'I mean to
tell you I Vve have killed him ,

— you and II
We are all ETs murderers 1 But how have we done
it? How were we able to drink up the sea? Who
gave us the sponge to wipe away the whole
horizon? Vihat did we do when we loosened this
earth from its sun? Whither does it now move?
Whither do we move? Away from all suns? Do we
•not dash on unceasingly? Backwards, sideways,
forewards, in all directions? Is there still an
above and belov/? Do we not stray, as through
infinite nothingness? Does not empty space
breathe upon us? Has it not become colder? Does
not night come on continually, darker and darker?
Shall we not have to light lanterns in the
morning? Do we not hear the noise of the grave-
diggers who are burying God? Do we not smell the
divine putrefaction? — for even Gods putrefy I

God is deadl God remains deadl And we have
killed him: '26

God's death leaves man alone at the center of the

world and though for a moment the freedom gained is

exhilarating, the conviction that man "is master of [his]

fate" and "captain of [his] soul"27 breaks rapidly into a

serious wistfulness and sense of loss such as that which

characterizes Hardy's address to his thrush. Nature may

know more of God than man can, but there is evident in Hardy

as in other late 19th century poets a fear that God is not

even to be located in the natural world,

Bradley grew up when various attempts were being

made to assuage the loss of the Absolute, of the death of
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God, and he himself tries to exorcise the frightening

void in a systematic metaphysic. But what I have chosen

to call the 'romantic inheritance' questions both systems

and metaphysics and Bradley is forced to reflect, in words

Eliot quotes in the notes to "The Waste Land," that

"regarded as an existence which appears in a soul, the

whole world for each is peculiar and private to that

2 8
soul." The privacy of the self also bespeaks the

privacy of language and the French and English air of

the late 19th century is filled with literary programs

advocating private language as a necessary condition of

true 'poetry I

'

But it is significant that of the poets Symons

introduced to Eliot, it was to Laforgue and not Mallarme

that Eliot was attracted. Language had to be private or

if possible made so to suit Mallarme 's conditions; for

Laforgue, there is still the chance of saying something in

a public way. In that respect, Laforgue and Bradley are

kin, for certainly the philosopher could have concluded

that metaphysical probing only took him further away

from the goal of the Absolute and so concluding, fallen

silent. Rather than that, however, he took refuge in his

paradoxical utterances, coming back again to contemplate

the relativity inherent in points of view. Depending

upon the critic's point of view, Bradley's paradoxes themselves

could be read ironically; it has to be assumed that their

originator never felt them so. Nonetheless, they may go

a long way to enforcing a sense of irony in a young man
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already fascinated by a poet like Laforgue, and if that

is true, then Bradley offers Eliot a philosophical and

logical experience of the mind entrapped in its ov/n ego-

centered circle. That is quite another thing from pro-

viding a metaphysical basis for a long poetic career.

If Bradley is the careful and cautious philosopher

tempering his idealism with paradox, Laforgue is the

committed but mordant poet asserting his idealism behind

the mask of irony. In a word, the two are contemporaries,

Laforgue writing most of his major verse in the same two

decades of Bradley's most significant production. 29 But

they are contemporaneous in ways other than the chrono-

logical, and though one did not know the other (at least,

it is highly improbable that Bradley ever read any of

Laforgue 's poetry and even less likely that Laforgue ever

became aware of Bradley's philosophy), they both sprang

from some very similar and contingent sources.

Laforgue was enamoured of Schopenhauer and, it

would seem, took the latter 's "the world is my idea" as the

basis. of his own position. Though Schopenhauer's ego-

centered restatement of Descartes' cogito has varied

implications for his own philosophical development, it

was for Laforgue but a metaphysical redaction of what he

more or less poetically intuited. For the early Laforgue,

there is no object without a subject, nothing real but

at the moment of its being perceived, Man dreams his

v7orld into being (L'homme, ce fou reveur d'un pietre mondicule
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. . . .") and speaks to the earth which harbors him as

though it would fall into nothingness were it not

hun">anly perceived:

C'etait un songe, ohl^ oui, tu n'as jamais etel
• y Tout est seull nul temoinl rien ne voit,

rien ne pense . , ,

Such a vision is enough to impel a great sense of alone-

ness, of being burdened by the responsibility of thinking

the world as more than mere atoms:

Dans I'infini crible d'eternelles splendeurs.
Perdu comme un atome, inconnu, solitaire,

^

Pour quelques jours comptes, un bloc appele Terre
Vole avec sa vermine aux vastes profondeurs.

That cold isolation is close to the nihilism which may

result whenever subject and object are found to dissolve

into meaningless terms cast up out of the recesses of

the encompassing self.

It v;as either such a realization or one akin to it

which 'impelled Laforgue to reach beyond the chilly

pessimism of the early Schopenhauer and to explore the

possibilities of self-negation and self-denial. Confronted

by nothingness and verbal ennui, one may come to objectify

some aspect of the world through suffering its remoteness:

Je n'ai fait que souffrir, pour toute la nature.
Pour les etres, le vent, les fleurs, le firmament,
Souffrir par tous mes nerfs, minuieusement,
Souffrir de n' avoir pas d''^e encore assex pure, 32

Laforgue 's experience with self-renunciation may remind us

of something similar in Eliot's career. At least, such

reflections of it as there are in Laforgue 's poetry would

not have escaped the attention of his young American disciple,
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But it was largely the irony and the pessimism in the

French poet which struck Eliot and it was especially

important to Eliot to see how Laforgue made the life

around him, the scenes of the city and the speech of its

inhabitants, the material of that irony. That Laforgue

saw those incongruities of daily life more readily than

most is testified to even in his most prosaic moments,

as when he describes Taine in the classroom:

Taine's course. — His ridiculous trousers, too
short, with a marked bagging at the knees. —
Rich in facts. For an hour one is transported
to the multifarious Italy of the Sixteenth
century. I look at the bent skulls of the
attentive auditors, on which light falls from
above, without nuance, February-pale. These
people are chewing marshmallow creams, they have
neckerchiefs, rubbers on their feet, flannels,
umbrellas. They are listening to the memoirs of
Cellini, the lives of the Borgias.^-^

Kow close is that classroom, in Laforgue 's view of it,

to the room in which "the women come and go/ Talking of

Michelangelo," All therein is seen as a refraction of

the self and that has to include a partial view of the

self itself refracted. The feeling one gets in reading

much -of Laforgue is somewhat between despair and

amusement. To laugh at the world's incongruity may also

be to laugh at oneself, and only irony can preserve a

stable self-possession in such a changing perspective. Is

it surprising that Pierrot, that Comm.edia clown and image

of gaiety, pathos and cruelty at once, becomes a matter

of roles and perspectives and every poet becomes, in

part, an author in search of a character.
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In "The Metaphysical Poets," Eliot was to disparage

the "ordinary man's experience" as being "chaotic, irregular,

fragmentary," He "falls in love, or reads Spinoza, and

these two experiences have nothing to do with each other,

or with the noise of the typewriter or the smell of

cooking , , , ." But, says Eliot, "in the mind of the

poet these experiences are always forming new wholes."

That was in 1921, but in 1915 Eliot was still caught up

by the disparity of human experience, feeling its in-

congruities and expressing them ironically.

If incongruities are at the heart of the Laforguian

vision, so are they also for the early poetry of Eliot,

But the point here is that Eliot's sense of irony, borne

out of the lesson of Laforgue, was both enforced and

enriched by his exposure to the thought of F, H, Bradley.

Both Laforgue and Bradley are exponents of the malaise

which grew out of the characteristic romantic bifurcation

of subject and object; by steeping himself in both, Eliot

receives the inheritance in two forms — the poetic and the

philosophic. Both come down to the same thing, for Laforgue'

s

irony and pessimism are but the aesthetic counterpart of

Bradley's metaphysical paradoxes. Taken together, they

present a combined statement of the impasse created by

the confusion of subject and object, Eliot's Laforguian

poems may precede, chronologically, his concentration on

Bradley, but the most representative of those poems,

"Prufrock," comes at a time when both influences are at
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work shaping the young Eliot's sensibility. "Prufrock" is

both Laforguian and Bradleyan and its larger ironies,

however imitative of Laforgue, are but the poetic

equivalent of the paradox which, as Eliot had come to

see, lay at the heart of Bradley's metaphysic, "All

points of view are relative, but all points of view must

be sustained." Or, as Eliot himself put it, in '^

Knowledge and Experience , "Everything, from one point of

view, is objective; and there is no absolute point of

view from which a decision may be pronounced," (KE,21, 22)

It is simply the old solipcist predicament, come back to

haunt the early twent:^eth century in its search for an

absolute. Eliot is not alone in feeling that it is a

central problem of any idealist formulation, nor is he

the only writer of his time to reveal, through his work,

the subtle and often brilliantly illusory effects of

relative perspective.

First Browning, and then (chiefly) Conrad and James

had exploited, variously, the possibilities of shifting and

multiple points of view, and the poems from 1910 to 19 22

(that is, through "The Waste Land") all reveal Eliot's

debt to those three. It is to James, though, that the

predicament of such 'protagonists' as Prufrock and the "lady"

of Portrait is most closely allied. The Jamesian world of

shifting and ambiguous ambiance, of extenuated thought and

delicate contemplations is implicit behind the quest of

Prufrock in his mental journey through the slightly decadent

drawing rooms of the mind where people "come and go/ Talking
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of Michelangelo." The lesson from Laforgue makes it

possible for Eliot to see the situation ironically and

even to mock his persona somewhat ("No, I am not Prince

Hamlet, nor was meant to be;/ Am an attendant lord, one

that will do/ To swell a progress, start a scene or

two."). The preoccupation with point of view, so

characteristic of James, provides a key to interpreting

the setting of much of Eliot's early poetry, but point

of view in those poems comes to be a understood in terms

of a typical Eliot concern: the failure of communication

in a world dominated by the subjective ego. Prufrock's

situation is revealed through his inability to make

himself understood by those around him. The mermaids, whose

song suggests some possibility of hope and release, sing

only "each to each," and real communication, real con-

frontation is more than the subjective self can admit;

when "human voices wake us," we "drov/n." Neither the

irony of Laforgue alone, nor the solipsism of Bradley,

would have given Eliot the context in which to envision

the problem so that some solution was demanded. One

person's failure to communicate himself can be accepted

and even overcome and the quandary over subject-object

can be relegated to the remote place of philosophical

discourse. But when the subjective self has to function in

the midst of a community, or society, and when the

dilemm.a posed by a thought like Bradley's is understood to

have social consequences, then the failure of language to
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heal the separation between the self and its surroundings

becomes the failure of a society to realize its communal

ideals: the intimate, private ironies of the Laforguian

persona come to the scene as the tragedy of a world

peopled with myriads of isolated souls, Prufrock,

placed in the context of the city, becomes the "crowd"

which "flowed over London Bridge" of "The Vjaste Land"

and which reminds Eliot of the souls in Dante's limbo.

I had not thought death had undone so many.
Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled.
And each man fixed his eyes before his feet,

{CP,39)

Placed in the social context of a poem like "The

Waste Land", language's inability to render meaningful

the relationship of one consciousness to another also

signals the emptiness of religion and of history. Words

are no longer sufficient to reveal absolutes. In

"Gerontion," "signs are taken for wonders," and "the

word within a word [is] unable to speak a word." "Christ

the tiger: comes "in depraved May" and the host is only

"to be eaten, to be divided, to be drunk/ Among whispers,"

However salvific such rites may once have been, they are

now only memories ironically juxtaposed to Mr. Silvero,

Hayakawa and Madame de Tornquist. Their memory may even

be more painful for the realization that time has

rendered them inoperative. Since "history has many

cunning passages, contrived corridors/ and issues, deceives

with whispering ambitions,/ Guides , , , by vanities,"

memory may serve simply to reinforce our own sense of being
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beyond the reach of grace or forgiveness.

Siir.ilarly, in "The Waste Land", faith and action

are felt as possible only in a past, and the poem's

allusiveness is thus more than merely a technical

device. In the landscape of the mind capable of think-

ing only its own reflected image, it is impossible to

locate "The roots that clutch," the "branches [that]

grow," The materials of a hopeful vision cannot be

given coherence until something external to the self

removes the "Shadow" falling "Between the idea and the

reality/ Between the motion/ and the act" (CP,58)

,

Words must be released from their subjective participation

in the life of the ego before any potentially religious

language can become the material of faith. Language

conceived in the categories of an idealist epistemology

cannot be made to serve the demands of a faith grounded

in the revelation of Absolute Being.

So the paradox in Bradley ("Everything, from one point

of view, is subjective; and everything, from another point

of viev/, is objective; and there is no absolute point

of view from v/hich a decision may be pronounced") and

the private ironies of Laforgue, when treated within the

larger context of a society, reveal a characteristic

emptiness of modern life and point to that failure of the

self to reach out to others so typical of the sense of

alienation found in the writers of the early part of this

century. This is part of the romantic inheritance that
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Eliot shared with his contemporary Pound he may well have

learned from his reading of James, Certainly James

contributed to his growing awareness, in the early part

of his career, of the consequences of subjectivism when

placed in a broad social and cultural context:

Kis [James'] romanticism implied no defect in
observation of the things he wanted to observe;
it was not the romanticism of those who dream
because they are too lazy or too fearful to
face the fact; it issues, rather, from the
imperative insistence of an ideal which
tormented him. He was possessed by the vision
of an ideal society; he sav; (not fancied)
the relations between the members of such a
society. And no one, in the end, had ever been
more aware—or with more benignity, or less
bitterness—of the disparity between possibility
and fact, ^

Prufrock's dilemma results from the disparity between

possibility and fact, but as we have already noted, that

dilemma is figured forth in terms of the persona 's failure

to communicate or to be communicated to, "The Waste

Land", also, treats man in his dilemma between possibility

and fact, but there the context of the poem is expanded to

include the whole of a people, v/ith London standing for

a race at a particular juncture in time and place. That is,

after all, a longer poem than any Eliot had previously

written, a sort of poetic novella , with a number of

perplexed and stultified characters. In its way, it

reveals Eliot's debt to the novel of James, and perhaps

of Conrad as well, and it is pertinent here to remark that

the heart of the novel is the exploration of interpersonal

relationships; much more than poetry, the novel concerns
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35Itself with the issues involving a community, a society.

There are, of course, other influences which

shaped the young Eliot's sensibility, but for our

purposes here the concentration of Bradley, Laforgue

and the novel (through JamesJ may be allowed. That

the disparity between possibility and fact was early

seen by Eliot to be a disparity betv/een word and deed is

a result of the lessons of Laforgue and Bradley, chiefly,

I have tried to suggest. But had he never sensed the

social consequences of that disparity, then he might have

gone on multiplying Frufrocks and never arrived at the

historical and cultural complexity which we rightly

associate with the Eliot of "The Waste Land" and after.

To discover a way, through language, of bridging the gap

(itself revealed in language) between word and deed,

between possibility and fact, is the central concern of

all the poetry subsequent to "The Waste Land", But the

necessity of that struggle is nowhere more clearly

revealed to Eliot than in his early efforts to be the

public critic, to want to be able to say something about

the role of the poet and the function of his product which

can have broad (even universal) significance for a public

audience. If the gradually expanding social setting of the

poetry from "Prufrock" through "The Waste Land" served

to bring home to Eliot the far-reaching consequences of

idealistic stalemate and private irony, the early

ventures into the realm of literary and cultural criticism
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made it evident to him that something beyond the self-

enclosed ego must be located and fixed in language if

either the poetry or the criticism were to have continued

meaning. Prufrock, alone in the drawing rooms of his

mind, is pathetically ironic, but Prufrock multiplied into

the crowds flowing over London Bridge is an emblem of

the romantic tragedy and the consequent dehumanization

of an entire world.
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CHAPTER II

The Critical Lesson

"So this is this, and that is that
And that's how you AD-DRESS A CAT."

Writing in 1933, in The Use of Poetry and the Use of

Criticism , Eliot had this to say about his role as critic:

I have no general theory of my own. . . . The
extreme of theorising about the nature of
poetry, the essence of poetry if there is any,
belongs to the study of aesth.etics and is no
concern of the poet or of a critic with my
limited qualifications.-^

The tone is familiar and the disclaimer of a nature which

by then had come to be expected of Eliot. It is of a

piece with his concern to be though^ of as a poet who in-

cidentally practices criticism rather than as a critic

who from time to time wrote poems. And there is something

to be said in caution to the critic who attempts to apply

2some rigid set of rules to the body of Eliot's criticism.

Nonetheless, Eliot's own reluctance to see his criticism

as having pattern or design is no good reason for assuming

that it has none, or that his criticism is merely incidental

and topical. While, like all pertinent literary criticism,

it is empirical and after the fact, its variations and

contradictions are the result of a growing, changing mind

rather than the lack of any consistent attitudes towards

51
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aesthetic matters. Behind every critical statement, how-

ever slight, there is a metaphysical view, though the

critic himself may be happily unaware of its shape.

Criticism reflects a world just as much as poetry does,

though admittedly with more room for digression and less

ne^d for concision.

The world of Eliot's criticism has, to be sure,

never been noted as having the kind of aesthetic or

philosophical or theological direction of, say, the crit-

icism of Coleridge or Arnold, both of v;hom Eliot is indebt-

ed to in a number of ways. But it is true that Eliot's

writing about poetry and literary matters in general de-

scribes a pattern not unlike that v/hich marks his growth

ana change as poet and dramatist. Moreover, some of the

problems pointed up by his early poetry are directly

attacked, from a different point of view, in his first crit-

ical ventures. There is throughout his career, then, a kind

of dialectic between his critical voice and his practice as

a poet, the one adjusting and modifying the other, both of
3

them moving toward a mutual end.

As I have already suggested, the voice of the personae

in the poems in Prufrock and Other Observations and the La-

forguian imitations in the Poems of 1919 is that of the

isolated and entrapped self, caught in a world of utter sub-

jectivity and unable to effect any communication beyond his

own isolation. Through 1919, the small utterance of the

pathetic Prufrock is the dominant one in Eliot's poetry.

The first major criticism appears, in collected form, just
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after that time, with the publication, in 1920, of The

Sacred Wood. The essays there can be viewed, in part, as

Eliot's first attempt to use criticism as a means of try-

ing a solution to some of the problems raised by the poetry

which immediatedly precedes it. There are two kinds of

essay in that first collection and they will be the kinds

which will dominate all the rest of Eliot's critical writing.

For that reason, and also because they represent his

earliest attempt to use criticism to advance his own

thinking about the nature of poetry and, hence, of language,

they will bear some close examination here.

The first kind of criticism which the book contains,

and one which Eliot was to write very little of, we might

call the historically general, and "Tradition and the In-

dividual Talent" is certainly one of the most important
4

examples of this sort of criticism Eliot ever wrote. The

Prufrockian trap might be overcome if, by chance, history

itself could be viewed as a larger mind within which the

mind of each individual poet could take its place. The

"individual talent" when admired for its own individuality

produces the conditions which mark the extremities of

Romanticism, and the poet comes close to being regarded as

a prophet of revelation, or even as a priest of a new faith.

This in turn leads to an impasse and what began as freedom

from past convention and restraint comes finally to be a

horrible ego-involvement driving one to wander aimlessly,

like Prufrock, in the rooms of his own mind. Language freed

from all past conventions becomes private and the poet who
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uses language thus can speak only to himself. So the

mature Blake comes in for censure, Eliot feeling that what

"his genius required, and what it sadly lacked, was a frame-

work of accepted and traditional ideas which would have pre-

vented him from indulging in a philosophy of his own , ,
,

"

(SW, 157-8) .

Tradition, that is, a particularly specifiable

(to Eliot) body of literary practice and product, generally

Latin in its origins and bound more or less by common under-

standings of the nature of the world, is needed to modify

the egocentricism of the "individual talent," "No poet, no

artist of any art, has his complete meaning alone. Kis

significance, his appreciation is the appreciation of his

relation to the dead poets and artists" (SW, 49) , And this

dictum is for Eliot "a principle of aesthetic, not merely

historical, criticism" (SW, 49), Eliot's insisting on

this as a matter of aesthetic criticism is important, for

it reveals how clearly he is indebted, in his early work,

to Bradley. Eliot's assumption of a universal artistic

attitude, having its own criteria and direction and exist-

ing apart from other attitudes (such as the historical) is

closely related to Bradley's conception of a universal sub-

conscious, now and again expressed in the production of

individual finite centers. Individuals are knov/n thereby,

not merely through their uniqueness, but also through the

degree in which they share in the Absolute, or pervasive

Finite Center, Too much emphasis upon the uniqueness of

one's own personality (one thinks of Byron, for instance)
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can prevent the artist from recognizing the order and unity

provided by the larger "personality" of tradition. For

Eliot, this larger "personality" is composed of the "dead

poets and artists," and it partakes in turn of the still

larger entity which he calls "the mind of Europe." That

"mind" is what the poet "learns in time to be much more

important than his ov/n private mind" (SW, 51) , It should

be noted, however, that Eliot does not mean this in any

Jungian sense, but rather metaphorically; the "mind of

Europe" is the sense of feeling and thinking in the Euro-

pean tradition and is not a psychological matter, but an

historical one.

The first portion of "Tradition and the Individual

Talent" is devoted to developing the character of that mind,

how the poet can know it and how he can best relate to it.

In the first place, it is not something which improves, or

progresses in any evolutionary fashion. Yet it changes,

"and . , . this change is a development which abandons

nothing en route, which does not superannuate either Shake-

speare, or Homer, or the rock drav/ing of the Magdalenian

draughtsmen" (SW, 51) . The change may be a "refinement

perhaps," a "complication certainly," but in no sense, from

the "point of view of the artist, any improvement" (SW, 51)\

Perhaps not even an improvement from the point of

view of

the psychologist or not to the extent which we
imagine; perhpas only in the end based upon a
complication in econom.ics and machinery. But
the difference between the present and the past
is that the conscious present is an awareness
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of the past in a way and to an extent which
the past's awareness of itself cannot show,

(SW, 51-2)

It is therefore inci:u:nbent upon the poet that he have an

awareness of the presentness of the past, rather than an

interest in the past for any antiquarian reasons. And the

way he may acquire that awareness is through noting how

his own work, once done, becomes a part of it and thus alters

it ever so slightly. He has to give himself over, as it

were, to that mind which precedes him and gives meaning to

his effort, which without it might not be possible. "What

happens," Eliot says, "is a continual surrender of [the poet]

as he is at the moment to something which is more valuable.

The progress of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice,

a continual extinction of personality" (SW, 52-3)

,

Much has been said about the place this doctrine of

impersonality plays in the work of Eliot, and it is even

brought up from time to time to explain the particular lack

of individual intensity some readers find in such late works

as the Quartets . But it should be kept in mind that the

formulation of this notion comes early in the poet's career,

and before many years pass it will undergo some important

modifications. In part (it is easy to see this now) Eliot

was simply reacting against the cult of personality which

characterizes much of the poetry and criticism of the late

nineteenth century and which found expression ranging from

Wilcte's inversion of art and life to the proliferation of

Browning Societies in England and America, So far as this

is true, crying dov/n the personality of the poet is but a
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logical response to the predicament of Prufrock, benumbed

by too much personality. But it is more than a reaction to

something existing in the literature of a previous time; it

is a reaction to something to which Eliot's own early

speculations and poetic experience had led him. It is an

attempt to modify his own, early, sensibility and to modify

it in such a way as to make further poetry possible. The

cult of personality produces novelty and while "novelty is

better than repetition . . . tradition is a matter of much

wider significance. It cannot be inherited," and "it in-

volves . . . the historical sense, which we may call nearly

indispensable to anyone who would continue to be a poet

beyond his twenty-fifth year . . ." (SW, 49). Thus, tradition

and the "historical sense" provide a larger context for

confession and self-expression, and the mind of the indivd-

ual poet is made a part of the more enduring mind of his

literary past which, in this case, is the mind of Europe.

But the essential materials which poetry has to trans-

mit are emotions and feelings. Though the "effect of a work

of art upon the person who enjoys it is an experience

different in kind from any experience not of art," the effect

must be formed out of emotions. "It may be formed out of

one emotion, or may be a combination of several ..." (SW,

54) . However it may form itself, emotion and feeling are

its constituents and an insistence upon this runs through-

out "Tradition and the Individual Talent" and indeed all the

essays in The Sacred Wood . How then can the poet who has

sacrificed his personality to the large entity called the
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mind of Europe convey any meaningful emotion or feeling?

Eliot's answer to this reveals the extent to v\;hich

he is still caught by the limitation of variable points of

view, "Just as idealism and materialism are both equally

true and false, according to one's point of view, so each

mind is a private world and at the same time a perspective
5

on a social world which it interpenetrates." The emotion

of the private mind may be suspect, but it can be trans-

form.ed when the poet partakes of the best which has been

collected from the emotive store of the race and preserved

by tradition. The peculiar and proper task of any new poet

is to refine his own emotions in the light of tradition and

to use the materials which his tradition provides him to

arrange his personal experience in new ways. The personal

experience of the new poet interacts with the experiences

of the "dead poets and artists" and in the process is re-

fined and ordered to produce new works which are, at the

same time, additions to the accumulations of tradition.

This idea of interaction leads Eliot to compare the

poet to a chemical catalyst. "The mind of the poet is the

shred of platinvim," which, placed with two inert gases,

causes them to react so as to form, a new combination. The

platinvim remains "inert, neutral, and unchanged. . . . The

mind of the poet may partly or exclusively operate upon the

experience of the man himself; but, the more perfect the

artist, the more completely separate in him will be the m.an

who suffers and the mind which creates ..." (SW, 54).

Eliot is, of course, not saying that the poet does not ex-
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perience, or suffer, but rather that he must not write

solely out of his private suffering, lie must learn to dis-

guise his subjective experience in the garb of others'

experience; that is, he must be responsive to the ways

which have been traditionally established for expressing

personal experience and use those ways to give his own

experience universal meaning. In other v;ords, the good

poet v/rites his own experiences in the light of the v;ays

his predecessors have written theirs, "The poet's mind is

in fact a receptacle for seizing and storing up numberless

feelings, phrases, images, which remain there until all the

particles which can unite to form a new compound are present

together" (SW, 55) , Eliot recognized the difficulty of such

a notion and sensed something almost mystical about it.

He relates it, at one point, to "the metaphysical theory of

the substantial unity of the soul; for my meaning is, that

the poet has, not a 'personality' to express, but a partic-

ular medium, which is only a medivim and not a personality,

in which impressions and experiences combine in peculiar

and unexpected ways" (SW, 56) , But here the emphasis is

perhaps misleading, for as we have seen, Eliot recognizes

the fact that the poet, however much he may translate his

subjective experience into an impersonal "medium," is

always working from that experience.

The mind of Europe, the poet as catalyst, the poet

as medium—all these notions have something in common,

nam.ely, that there is an already existing unity to the

v;orld of emotion, feeling, image which the artist must
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learn to assimilate and put into new configurations.

Taken together, these ideas add up to a revision and re-

statement of Coleridge's concept of organic unity. But,

Eliot, unlike Coleridge, insists that it is necessary for

the poet to subjugate his own, subjective ego to the

larger mental space which precedes his own and makes his

own possible. The appeal to tradition, therefore, does not

really solve the Prufrockian dilemma, for understanding

himself as a part of the "mind of Europe" only enlarges

the poet's point of view; it does not remove his subjectivity.

Point of view remains the factor determining whether the

poet will render good or ill. Any escape from one's

private personality into the reaches of the mind of tradi-

tion is but a substitution of a larger for a smaller

world of experience. However much Eliot v;ould want to

deny the poet's personality ("only those who have person-

ality and emotions know what it means to want to escape from

these things "_)
[SW, 58] , in the final analysis, he cannot

do it. After all, it is one's personality which determines

his taste, and taste, rather than any objective criteria,

must be the relevant feature in the makeup of the poet who
6

aspires to write a nev; and not just a novel poetry.

Perhaps sensing that his attempt to define the

creative role of the poet has led him into vague and

difficult regions, Eliot proclaims, in the second part of

"Tradition and the Individual Talent," that the best use of

criticism is to divert "interest from the poet to the poetry

. , . for it would conduce to a juster estimation of actual
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poetry, good and bad" (SW, 59) . The shift is instructive,

for it points up the inherent failure of the concept of a

universal mind to replace satisfactorily the more limited

individual ego of the subjective self, as represented by

a Prufrock, Since Eliot's "impersonal theory of poetry

merely substitutes a universal mind for a private one,"

the poet is left where he began—with a world entirely made

up of mind and unyielding to concrete statement because of
7

its subjective existence. Eliot himself is aware of the

difficulty, and he ends his theoretical speculation in

"Tradition and the Individual Talent" by saying that this

"essay proposes to halt at the frontier of metaphysics or

mysticism, and confine itself to such practical conclusions

as 'can be applied by the responsible person interested in

poetry" (SW, 59) . Thus he points to the other kind of

essay which constitutes the remainder of The Sacred Wood,

namely, exercises in practical criticism.

But what of language itself, and its place in criticism

and poetry? The reader of "Tradition and the Individual

Talent" is likely to be struck by the manner in which Eliot

seems to take language for granted. Poetry is constructed

of "feelings, phrases, images." Words and feelings and

emotions appear to be interchangeable, and hence identical.'

One is almost tem^pted to say that Eliot, at least in this

essay, is unaware that poetry is made up of words at all.

And that is just the point; the problem of language for the

early Eliot is not a dualistic one. Subject and object are

not pitted against one another, anymore for the poet than
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for his personae. Since the world is all subject, and sub-

ject to the thinking mind, then language itself is there,

formed and tried by past use and practice. The poet's task

is to find the best way to put it into new patterns which

will express his own time and place and yet reveal his

sense of the past. Prufrock's problem is not the result of

living in a v/orld where things have no names, but of his in-

ability to order those names so that the resulting phrases,

images, will point beyond himself.

His world is fragmented ("I should have been a pair

of ragged claws/ Scuttling across the floors of silent

seas,"), but the fragments all have names, at least to his

own cognition. Again, we can see a reason for Eliot's

appeal to a proper "historical sense," If the larger mind

of the past, dead poets and artist, or of Europe, does in-

deed exist, then it exists partly as the transmitter of a

massive language which for all its variety is in fact one.

Languages vary, but language is universal, for it is what

makes the continuity of tradition both real and possible.

Moreover, for the poet who fully grasps this fact, language

is no longer merely his own, limited by his particular time

and place, but contains the wealth of all the people who

have preceded him and who have had feelings, experiences,

emotions similar to his own. Language is both a vehicle of

tradition and a traditional vehicle, and the poet can avail

himself of it to the degree to which he can divest himself

of his own ego, his own personality. But the problem re-

mains, though the rhetoric of "Tradition and the Individual
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Talent" tends to obscure it: in what way is a larger sub-

jectivity better than a smaller one?

Though the essays which follow in The Sacred Wood do

not in themselves provide either an answer or a solution,

they do suggest some of the directions in which Eliot was

gradually to move in finding a v/ay out of the dilemma. In

the first place, their attention to particular poems and

particular poets is suggestive, for while the speculation

of the seminal essay in the collection remains vague and

disturbing, the criticism in the following essays is at

least specific and continually rounding on an object made.;

of words. Even the titles of several of them reflect this

practical tendency ("The Possibility of a Poetic Drama,"

"'Rhetoric' and Poetic Drama," "Notes on the Blank Verse of

Christopher Marlowe," "Swinburne as Poet"). While they

certainly do not contain any radical departure from the

"programme for the metier of poetry" (SE, 52) set down in

"Tradition and the Individual Talent," they do provide the

basis for some new discoveries, and perhaps as exercises

served to reveal to their writer some possible ways leading

out of the problem of subjectivity.

In "The Possibility of a Poetic Drama" Eliot is

mainly concerned with what we might now call matters of

genre, but some remarks here and there do point to later

developments in his work. Language, however, is not men-

tioned, nor (surprisingly) is the problem of verse in drama,

"Permanent literature is always a presentation: either a

presentation of thought, or a presentation of feeling by a
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statement of events in human action or objects in the ex-

ternal world" (SW, 6 4-5) . This is simply another v/ay of

putting much which had already been said in "Tradition."

Nor is the mode itself of much importance ("The essential

is not/ of course, that drama should be written in verse,

, ."). The main consideration is "to get upon the stage

this precise statement of life which is at the same time a

point of view, a world—a world which the author's mind

has subjected to a complete process of simplification"

( SW , 68) . But the essay does contain that intriguing re-

mark about the possibility of exploring "the music-hall

comedian" as "the best material" out of which to fashion a

new poetic drama, Eliot does not make this any more than

a suggestion, but I think we v;ould not be far wrong to

sense that his suggestion stems from an awareness that the

language of the vaudeville performer is, in his time, more

alive than that of the conventional theater.

But the most explicitly remarks about language in The

Sacred VJood are to be found in "'Rhetoric' and Poetic Drama"

and "Notes on the Blank Verse of Christopher Marlowe." In

the former, there is some hint as to how, in drama, that

"precise statement of life which is at the same time a point

of view" can be achieved. Though "no conversational or

other form , , , can be applied indiscriminately, ,,, if a

writer wishes to give the effect of speech he must positively

give the effect of himself talking in his own person or in

one of his roles," More importantly, "if we are to express

ourselves, our variety of thoughts and feelings, on a variety
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of subjects with inevitable Tightness, v/e must adapt our

manner to the moment with infinite variations" (SW, 80)

.

Such variety of expression was a chief characteristic of

the Elizabethan Playwrights:

Examination of the development of Elizabethan
drama shows this progress in adaptation, a
development from monotony to variety, a
progressive elaboration of the means of express-
ing these variations. This drama is admitted to
have grown away from the rhetorical expression,
the bombast speeches, of Kyd and Marlowe to the
subtle and dispersed utterance of Shakespeare
and VJebster. But this apparent abandonment or
outgrowth of rhetoric is two things: it is
partly an improvement in language and it is
partly progressive varTation m feeling .

(SW, 80, italics mime)

Feeling and language which expresses feeling are still

considered almost as the same thing, but the phrasing here

places a distinction upon language itself which is new to

Eliot's remarks on this matter. As feeling becomes more

subtle, more varied, language itself may undergo some

improvement, and the implication is that such improvement

is marked by a trend away from convention ("the rhetorical

expression, the bombast speeches") towards a more natural

speech, or at least towards language akin to that used in

daily converse, Articulateness comes to be identified with

clarity of communication; valid emotions can only be known

as such when clearly expressed. "Some writers appear to

believe that emotions gain in intensity through being

inarticulate. Perhaps the emotions are not significant

enough to endure full daylight" (SW, 84) . •

This emerging distinction between emotion and language.
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not as yet fully realized, has been generally overlooked by

commentators of the early Eliot. As Eliot comes gradually

to make it sharper, he will also come to treat aspects of

language which will play importantly in his major plays and

later poetry. In time, he will come to view language as the

vehicle of design and pattern, not so much through the ideas

it conveys as through the natural rhythms it may evoke.

Prufrock's dilema may in time be overcome not by the naming

of new objects but by the careful attention to certain

patterns of existence which are mirrored in the natural

patterns of speech and song.

We get a much clearer indication that Eliot is think-

ing in this direction in "Notes on Blank Verse of Christopher

Marlowe" when he says that the "verse accomplishments of

Tamburlaine are notably tv/o: Marlowe gets into blank verse

the melody of Spenser, and he gets a new driving power by

reinforcing the sentence period against the line period"

(SW, 91) . The chief dramatic value of the "verse accomplish-

ments" is that they enhance meaning not by explicit statement

or by rhetorical convention, but by setting up melodic pat-

terras which reach beyond the immediate reference of the

words themselves. Eliot remarks, in "Ben Johnson," that if

one examines "the first hundred lines or more of Volpone

the verse . . . looks like mere 'rhetoric,' certainly not

'deeds and language such as men do use'l" But it is not

"mere rhetoric" because it is maintained consistently through-

out and thus "conveys in the end an effect not of verbosity,

but of bold, even shocking and terrifying directness" (SW,

114) . Granted, this is not altogether clear, but one can
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fairly assiome that for Eliot the thing which keeps Jonson's

"rhetoric" from being only that is its being employed in an

extended pattern; since that is all there is, it takes on

the aspect of naturalness, does not stand out from a texture

of a different kind. Again, what Eliot seems to be respond-

ing to is a matter of pattern, even simple repetition.

In the essay "Philip Massinger" we get a further hint

as to what might constitute an improvement of language.

Certain lines of Tourneur and Middleton, Eliot tells us,

"exhibit that perpetual slight alteration of language, words

perpetually juxtaposed in new and sudden combinations, mean-

ings perpetually eingeschachtelt into meanings, . . which

evidences ... a development of the English language which

we have perhaps never equalled" (SW, 129) . This suggestion

leads Eliot to another, later to be developed in the famous

essay on the metaphysical poets, that the seventeenth century

represented a period when "the intellect was immediately at

the tips of the senses." At that time "sensation became word

and word was sensation" (SW, 129)

.

It seems only natural that the essay which follows

this in The Sacred Vlood is one on Swinburne, In this, Eliot

makes the fullest, statement of what can be clearly seen now

as a developing awareness that words may possibly be made

to reach beyond their immediate, subjective and denotative

ends when arranged into some patterns almost but not quite

the same as musical notes. In this regard, the nice distinc-

tions between verse, poetry and music which mark the para-

graph quoted below are important.
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... in any case the beauty or effect of soxind
is neither that of music nor that of poetry which
can be set to music. There is no reason why
verse intended to be sung should not present a
sharp visual image or convey an important intel-
lectual meaning, for it supplements the music
by another means of affecting the feelings. What
we get in Swinburne is an expression by sound,
which could not possible associate itself with
music. For v/hat he gives is not images and ideas
and music, it is one thing with a curious mixture
of suggestions of all three.

(SW, 146)

How is this mixture effected in the poetry of Swinburne?

On this point, Eliot fails to be precise—because words fail

him, since the thing he is trying to pin down is itself

beyond the realm of words, at least in their denotative use.

He com.es closest to explanation when he praises Swinburne

for achieving a union of word and object to such a degree

that the two are for all intents and purposes one and the

same. In other words, Swinburne succeeds because he renders

a world of unity, and his use of language denies the typical

Romantic duality of subject-object, word and thing. "Language

in a healthy state presents the object, is so close to the

object that the two are identified" (SW, 149) . And in

Swinburne's poetry the two are identified "because the

object has ceased to exist, because the meaning is merely

the hallucination of meaning, because language, uprooted,

has adapted itself to an independent life of atmospheric

nourishment" (SW/ 149)

.

Without ever saying so directly, and in spite of the

verbal complexity of such long passages as the one quoted

above, Eliot seems to have sensed that, in certain of the
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Elizabethan dramatists, and even in Swinburne, patterns of

sound/ analogous to those of speech, but heightened and

sustained, approaching something akin to musical forms, have

so supplemented the mere word that the result is a blending

of subject and object and exists in its own right outside of

and beyond the subjectivity of the mind, either individually

conceived or collectively understood. The ability to achieve

this union of word and object, of word and deed, becomes a

criterion of the goodness or badness of a poet. It is, in

short, an essential matter;

The bad poet dwells partly in a world of objects
and partly in a world of words, and he never can
get them to fit. Only a man of genius could
dwell so exclusively and consistently among words
as Swinburne. His language is not, like the
language of bad poetry, dead . . It is very much
alive, with this singular life of its own.

(SW, 150)

And, as if to make the point pertinent to the present condition

of poetry:

But the language which is more important to us is
that which is struggling to digest and express new
objects, new groups of objects, new feelings, new
aspects, as, for instance, the prose of Mr. James
Joyce or the earlier Conrad.

(SW, 150)

Prufrock is, in that sense, a bad poet, and the condition he

represents indicative of the larger condition discussed in the

first chapter. But transferring the individual mind to some

larger entity, say, the mind of Europe, does not of itself

solve the problem, for that too is but a manifestation of

point of view, of the individual's subjectivity. The compass

of discourse may be enlarged, but how can one be sure of
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comnunicating with anything beyond an expanded pantheon

of the dead poets and artists? The answer, only as yet

partly revealed, can be seen in those essays in practical

criticism which form the bulk of The Sacred Wood. Their

very method (comparison and contrast) implies a dialogue,

someone speaking to someone else. Again and again, Eliot

juxtaposes the lines of one poet to the lines of another and

virtually lets one comment upon the other. And increasingly,

there is a sense that the level of communication involves

more that the denotative meaning of the words themselves.

Some lines sound better than others, some patterns are more

compelling than others. The music (and music implies pattern)

of verse begins to take on more and more importance, partly

because Eliot seems to feel that it may express those things

which are, in a particular sense, inexpressible.

But yet the ideas behind the poetry are important,

for one of their functions is to indicate the rightness of

the poet's feelings, or emotions. According to Eliot Blake

fails in this area largely because his universe is a private

one' and he lacked an accepted body of idea and ideology

from which to operate. Insofar as that is so, to Eliot, Blake

is somewhat in the same predicament as Prufrock. His world

is utterly his own, and he insists that it remain so. As a

consequence, v;hat he communicates is always apt to be mis-

understood. Not even the musicality of his verse can over-

come this basic difficulty. On the other hand (and this is

implied throughout the Blake essay in The Sacred Wood) , had

Blake's 'system' been more xiniversal, his sense of sound and
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music would have more than sufficed to render it into a

universal poetry. "The concentration resulting from a

framework of mythology and theology and philosophy is

one of the reasons why Dante is a classic, and Blake only

a poet of genius. The fault is perhaps not with Blake

himself, but with the environment which failed to provide

what such a poet needed; . . " (SE, 15 8) . Not even special

gifts with the handling of words can, in Eliot's view, over-

come the misfortune of having been the victim of an unfortunate

environment, by which he quite clearly means, a misguided

system of thought and belief.

This survey of the major essays in The Sacred Wood

was undertaken chiefly to point up two things; one, Eliot's

attempt (in "Tradition and the Individual Talent") to expand

the individual consciousness into a larger, traditional,

and even universal consciousness and, more significantly,

his initial explorations in a practical criticism. It is

through the later, more detailed and less speculative exercise

that he cairie gradually to form what was to become in time

his most important conception of what poetry is and how it

functions. The program of "Tradition" is largely context in

which to place his personality so that he might overcome his

feeling of aloneness and escape his solipsistic self-conscious-

ness. However much that essay lays the groundwork for Eliot's

subsequent criticism, it is clear now that such a program as

he outlined there had severe limitations. If the main lines
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of thought pursued in "Tradition" are later fruitful of

further speculation , such developments as they have are

best looked for in the essays in social and political

critique, such as Notes Towards the Definition of Culture

and The Idea of a Christian Society , The literary criticism

Eliot is to write after The Sacred VJood will move continually

in the direction of modifications in the pogram found in

"Tradition." His own experience of other poetry, particularly

the work of the Elizabethan dramatists and of Dante, serves
I

to adjust the rigidity of his concept of the depersonalization

of poetry and its attendant idea of a collective mind made up

of the past dead poets and artists. History itself may

deceive, especially wheniit is viewed from within the confines

of the self-enclosed ego. "Think now" says the speaker in

"Gerontion", "History has many cunning passages, contrived

corridors/ And issues, deceives v/ith whispering ambitions,/

Guides us by vanities" (CP, 22)

.

There is, after The Sacred Wood , an increased attention

given in the criticism to the role sound and rhythmic pattern

play in establishing meaning in poetry. In 1933, in the

lectures given at Harvard while he was Charles Eliot Norton

Professor of Poetry, and subsequently published as The Use

of Poetry and the Use of Criticism , Eliot was to use a phrase

to cover this aspect of the poet's art which was later to have

wide currency. In his lecture on Matthew Arnold, Eliot announced

that what that poet chiefly lacked was the "auditory imagination,"

and he went on to define that as

the feeling for syllable and rhythm, penetrating
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far below the conscious levels of thought and
feeling, invigorating every word; sinking to the
most primitive and forgotten, returning to the
origin and bringing something back, seeking the
beginning and the end. It works through meanings,
certainly, or not without m.eanings in the ordinary
sense, and fuses the old and obliterated and the
trite, the current, and the new and surprising,
the most ancient and the most civilized mentality.

( UPC , 118-9)

Shakespeare excels all other English poets because he had

such an imagination, whereas, for all their merit. Pope and

Dryden did not, Arnold did, however, have taste ("to be able

to quote as Arnold could is the best evidence of taste")

,

that is, he had a proper xinderstanding of the past and its

relevance to the present. In short, he had the requisite

historical sense demanded by Eliot in "Tradition and the Indi-

vidual Talent." But whereas in that essay the possession

of a right historical sense, coupled with the ability to

sacrifice personality on the part of the poet, would have

seemed sufficient to make a poet good, there is here evident

a necessary third criterion. We can go even further and say

that by 19 33, Eliot was less concerned with the historical

sense (perhaps recognizing its latent subjectivity) and largely

occupied with defining the goodness of poetry in terms of its

musical properties.

Much later, in "The Music of Poetry" (1942) , Eliot was

to amplify the concept of the "auditory imagination" still

further, English verse is particularly rich in examples of

imagination since, in part, it has taken so much from other

languages. It may even be possible, Eliot suggests, "that the

beauty of some English poetry is due to the presence of more

than one metrical structure in it, , , , What I think we have,
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, , is a kind of amalgam of systems of divers sources

... an amalgam like the amalgam of races, and indeed

partly due to racial origins" (OP, 20) , Here we have

the older concept of a universal consciousness, or even

the notion of the "mind of Europe" \inder a new guise and

serving a new end, "The rhythms of Anglo-Saxon, Celtic,

Norman French, of Middle English and Scots, have all made

their mark upon English poetry, together with the rhythms

of Latin, and, at various periods, of French, Italian and

Spanish," But one principle underlies the degree of

effectiveness which may in any case result from this mixture,

the "law that poetry must not stray too far from the ordinary

everyday language which we use and hear , , , . Whether

poetry is accentual or syllabic, rhymed or rhymeless, formal

or free, it cannot afford to lose its contact with the

changing language of common intercourse" (OP, 20-1)

,

The emphasis placed here upon the realm of everyday

converse may well remind us of the much earlier remark about

the possible value of the role of the music hall comedian

as material for poetic drama. But it is not just common speech

for its own sake, or even for the sake of its familiar sounds

that Eliot is advocating, Sound must not be considered as

something apart from sense; "the music of poetry is not some-

thing which exists apart from the meaning" (OP, 21) , But

where sound and sense divide is not easily determined. The

degree to v/hich a poem moves us (touches our emotions?) may

be a measure of its validity as poetry, even though we may
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not understand the language. On the other hand, understanding

the language is no guarantee that the poem will move us as

poetry. There is an area where, in effect, words do not go

and it is there that the combination of meaning and sound

has to take over; "the poet is occupied with frontiers of

consciousness beyond which words fail, though meanings still

exist . . . ambiguities may be due to the fact that the

poem means more, not less, than ordinary speech can communicate"

(OP, 22-3) . These are curious utterances for one who is so

evidently concerned to make words suffice to convey particular

meanings, and such remarks as these have done much to bring

about a contemporary reaction to Eliot as a poet who

essentially resisted the very mode in which he was cominitted

to work.S But given a condition wherein language itself

cannot be held to exist apart from point of view, wherein

words in their denotative value point exasperatingly back to

their speaker, it is not surprising that some effort might

be made to explore the possibility that language, used in

certain ways, might point beyond itself.

It should be said here, too, that the probing of the

"frontiers of consciousness" is not altogether a matter, for

the Eliot of the 1920 's, of language alone. There can be

little question but that his interest in the anthropological

studies of Weston and Frazer provided him with yet another

evidence for the existence of a collective mind of the past,

a mine which could reveal itself in ways other than the purely

literary, could show itself through the preserved rituals

of folklore ana practice. "The Waste Land" depends quite as
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much upon primitive myth and ritual as it does upon

9
literary allusion for its substance and meaning. Elxot's

attentiveness, about the time of his work on "The VJaste

Land," to ritual and myth is of a piece v;ith his growing

awareness that language itself may reveal meanings through

patterns which approach music, but which are for the most

part neither overt nor explicit. Patterns in language

may themselves become ritual patterns or designs which

work upon the mind in ways which are difficult of definit-

ion. Eliot senses that this is what takes place in

certain Elizabethan plays.

In his 19 34 essay on John Marston, he speaks of

domething at work in Sophonisba which cannot be directly

described, but which shapes one's response to the play just

as surely as the drama's most overt actions and speeches:

In spite of the tumultuousness of the action,
and the ferocity and horror of certain parts of
the play, there is an underlying serenity; and
as we familiarize ourselves with the play we
perceive a pattern behind the pattern into which
the characters deliberately involve themselves;
the kind of pattern v/hich we perceive in our
lives only at rare moments of inattention and
cetachment, drowsing in sunlight. It is the
pattern drawn by what the ancient world called
Fate; subtilized by Christianity into m.azes of
delicate theology; and reduced again by the
modern world into cruditites of psychological or
economic necessity.

(SE, 232)

Here, of course, the pattern spoken of is essentially a

dramatic one, involving action and movement and not just

words alone. But the quotations Eliot uses to introduce

this observation make it clear that one place where such

patterns as he speaks of here manifest themselves is in

the language
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which shapes and gives meaning to those actions and

movements, 10 And it is worth noting that this appears

to take place in moments of inattention and detachment, when

in fact the mind is not closely attentive to overt meanings,

but is perhaps rather responding to some sort of repetition,

even incantation which the language of the play sets up.

In one sense, all drama is ritual, and ritual has a particular

linguistic dimension, just as language can be understood to

have a particular ritualist aspect.

Recognition of this relationship is one of the reasons '

for Dante's greatness, in Eliot's view. In his major essay

on Dante, in 19 29, he introduces what is in effect the

corollary to his notion of the "auditory imagination."

Dante possessed a "visual imagination ... in the sense

that he lived in an age in which men still saw visions. It

was / Eliot continues / a psychological habit, the trick of

which we have forgotten. We have nothing but dreams, and we

have forgotten that seeing visions—a practice now relegated

to the aberrant and uneducated—was once a more significant,

interesting, and disciplined kind of dreaming" (SE, 243)

.

But the "visual imagination" of Dante would never have been

able to express itself had he not understood the need for a

simple language, one which makes its impression on the mind of

the reader partly through repetition and reiteration. '^ Such

a style as Dante employed reveals that "the greatest poetry

can be written with the greatest economy of words, and with the

greatest austerity in the use of metaphor, simile, verbal
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beauty/ and elegance" (SE^, 252) . This bareness, this

simplicity which Eliot associates with Dante is also a

feature of a common language, a language close to the

primitive (in the historical sense) sources of the emotions

of a people, "The language of each great English poet is

his own language; the language of Dante is the perfection

of a common language'.' (SE, 252) . That this was so is

partly the result of fortunate historical circumstance, for

"the Italian vernacular of the late Middle Ages was still

very close to Latin," since the men who used it, like

Dante, "were trained, in philosophy and all abstract subjects,

in medieval Latin" (SE, 239) .

But, by contrast, modern languages tend to represent

divisions and differences, both racial and national ("When

you read modern philosophy, in English, French, German, and

Italian, you m.ust be struck by national or racial differences

of thought.") which in turn point to even more debilitating

divisions; "modern languages tend to separate abstract thought

(mathematics is now the only vmiversal language) " while

"J'ledieval Latin tended to concentrate on what men of various

races and languages could think together" (SE^, 239) . Dante

therefore benefits, in his own language, by the close connection

it had v;ith Medieval Latin, for it "seems if anything to

emphasize . « » universality, because it cuts across the

modern division of nationality. . . . Dante, none the less an

Italian and a patriot, is first a European" (SE, 239)

.

Dante combines the two, an appropriate "visual imagination"

and a necessary "auditory imagination," to such a degree that
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his poetry is easy to read and has "a peculiar lucidity

—

^ poetic as distinguished from an intellectual lucidity.

The thought may be obscure, but the word is lucid, or rather

translucent" (SE, 239) . Thus, when language can be render-

ed translucent the pattern behind (or beyond) the words

themselves, and beyond the reach of the subjective point of

view (Dante's Florentine patriotism, for instance) of the

particular poet fixed within his limited time and place can

be articulated. Only in this fashion can the larger patterns

of experience be revealed, can the limited and futilely

trapped self find a way which points beyond its ov/n

siobjectivity. To know that "la sua voluntate e nostra pace"

is to know first of all that there is design which overrides

our daily comings and goings, and then to be able to place

oneself v/ithin the context of that larger pattern which is

ours but not of our making. Such is the direction which

Eliot's criticism, in oblique and not always consistent ways,

points

.

So the critical experience that begins with "Tradition

and the Individual Talent" moves to modify the prc^ram set forth

there. It discovers that the enlargement of the individual

consciousness to include all of past literary endeavor, to

embrace the "mind of Europe," is not sufficient to overcome

the limitation of a private point of view and by turning toward

the practical examination of other works from other times,

the experience comes to incorporate a realization that language:

must be approached from perspectives other than the purely

historical. It may be understood to embody patterns which are
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not bound to the denotative meaning of individual! words

or phrases, and it can be utilized in such a way as to

raake certain of those patterns (analogous to basic hiaman

emotions) available for the poetic performance, v;hether

that take place in poetry or in drama.

But the importance of the collective personality,

so insisted upon in "Tradition and the Individual Talent,"

cannot be dismissed. All past literature forms a living

whole, and the poet must be conscious of this and work to

adjust himself to it. Nothing which he introduces into

his poetry can justifiably come from without the existing

mind of Europe and his work must therefore be to "rearrange

and synthesize images, motifs, phrases with are inherited

from the past,"-^^ The growing emphasis upon language as a

vehicle of cultural and emotional patterns which exist out-

side the poet is not a radical departure from anything said

in "Tradition" but rather a modification of it and an

exploration of how that essay's program can be implemented.

The assumption that the poet can encompass the collective

consciousness begins to show itself as early as "The Waste

Land," where the reader is immediately placed within the mind

of all the voices in the poem, both those past and those

present. But there, as in "Gerontion," the method is largely

an allusive one, and the need for the finely tuned "auditory

imagination" has not yet shown itself in Eliot's own poetry.

In those poems, the mind of Europe has been made a part

of the subjective view of the speaker of the poem. The

language of these two poems does not point beyond itself for
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there is nothing there to point beyond; it is enigmatic.

But with "Ash Wednesday" a change can be noticed, and it

is ,not merely a change in subject. That poem and those to

follow reveal an increasing sensitivity to the power of

repetition, of incantatory verse, of poetic patterning,

and this sensitivity is nowhere more acute than in the early

plays and in Murder in the Cathedral especially.

The early plays, like the early criticism, provide a

ground for experimentation, and the lessons learned there will

move Eliot farther along the road to that place where "every

phrase and every sentence is an end and a beginning,/ Every

poem an epitaph" (CP, 144) . But that cannot be effected

without the experiment of the early plays and the poetry of

the thirties, without the trying "to learn to use words . .
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NOTES

pp. 143 and 149-50.

2One of the best discussions of this problem is
Austin Warren, "Eliot's Literary Criticisra/' in T. S.

Eliot ; the Man and His Work, ed. Allen Tate (New York, 1966)

,

pp. 278-98.

3
The possibility of interpreting Eliot's criticism

itself as a constant interchange of opposites has been
explorea at length, but v/ith little result of any value
by Fei-Pai Lu, T. S. Eliot , The Dialectical Structure of His
Theory of Poetry (Chicago, 1966) ,

4
Warren speaks of it as being "in many ways the

germinal essay of Eliot's whole thought, specifically of
his literary thought." See "Eliot's Literary Criticism,"
p. 282.

5
:'-iiller, p. 156.

c
The role taste plays in shaping Eliot's idea of

poetry is perhaps not so evident as in forming his concepts
of society as a whole. Though it is not within the scope
of this study, much might be learned about the influence
Eliot had in the thirties on the iaeas of the Southern
Agrarians by exploring his idea of heredity and cultural
refinement as it is expressed in Notes Toward the Definition
Of Culture (New York, 19 49) . Proper authority in the social
and political realms is often there made a matter of the
special sensibility of a cultivated elite; i.e., made a
matter of aristocratic taste.

7Miller, p. 159.

Q
One of the most illuminating appraisals of Eliot's

conception of the "Auditory imagination" is Helen Gardner's
in The Art of T. S. Eliot (New York, 1959) , pp. 3-35,

9 See Howarth, Notes , p. 238.

'•^Eliot cites a number of passages from Sophonisba
to make his point, but the most significant is a portion from



the scene in which the witch Erictho takes on the forni of
Sophonisba in oraer to induce Syphax to lie with her.
Eliot reraarks that this is not merely a scene of "Gratuitous
horror, introduced ... to make our flesh creep; it is
integral to the plot of the play; and is one of those
moments of a double reality, in which Marston is saying
something else ..." (SE_, 230). To support this
contention, Eliot cites the following passage from the
scene, a passage which bears striking similarity to a
number from Z^lurder in the Cathedral ;

though Heaven bears
A face far fromi us, gods have most long ears;
Jove has a hundred marble hands.

Nothing in Nature is unserviceable.
No, not even inutility itself.
Is then for nought dishonesty in being?
And if it be sometimes of forced use,
Wherein more urgent than in saving nations?

Our vov;s , our faith, our oaths, why they're
ourselves.

Gods naught forsee, but see, for to their eyes
Naught is to come or past; nor are you vile
Because the gods forsee; for gods, not we
See as things are; things are not as we see.

(as cited in SE, 231)

That Dante's use of language is complex and
varied, anything but simple, is evident. But what is
important here is not the fact of Dante's linguistic
variety but the way Eliot understood Dante's practice.
For a penetrating discussion of this point, see Mario Praz,
"T. S. Eliot as^Critic," T. S_. Eliot ; The Man and His V7ork ,

ed. Allen Tate, pp. 273-5.

12
Miller, p. 172.



CHAPTER III

The Thirties : Experiraent in Poetry and Drama

"Why should I raourn
The vanished power of the

usual reign?"

Eliot's work in the thirties cannot be approached

from any vantage point more revealing than that offered by

"The Waste Land." By now, this is a poem which has taken

its place alongside a small number of poems in English

which are rightly spoken of as major, in and of themselves.

It has been attacked, revered, imitated, even despised, but

it remains and probably will remain for generations to come

one of the literary watersheds of the twentieth century.

Some of this is perhaps unfortunate, for the amount of

criticism which the poem has generated tends to obscure it

as poem and works to place it in the realm of social or

cultural document. Like Picasso's "Guernica," it is one of

the testaments of the artistic temper of what we consider

the modern era and thereby, one of the media by which we

have come to know ourselves as living in that time.

Likewise, time and the acciomulation of criticism

surrounding a particular work often throws our perspective

out of joint. The distance between the method of "The Waste

Land" and that of Eliot's preceding poem^s seemed so great

84
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in 1931 that EdiTiund Wilson could say that "'The Waste Land,*

in method as well as in mood, has left Laforgue far be-

hind. Eliot has developed a new technique, at once laconic,

quick, and precise, for representing the transmutations of
1

thought, the interplay of perception and reflection." I.

A. Richards felt that "it probably comes nearer to the

original Mystery which it perpetuates than transcendentalism

does," and F. R. Leavis asserted that it was "a new start
3

for English poetry." To some extent, all these observations

have been shown correct, but it is now much clearer that in

technique and method it is a poem much closer to Eliot's

early work than to that which follov/s.

There are many, and many good critical readings of

the poem and it is unlikely that there remain any allusions,

literary or other, within its lines yet to be discovered.

My purpose in treating it here, as a sort of introduction

to a longer discussion of the poetry and drama of the

thirties, is neither to give it a full-dress reading, nor

to attempt any further illxomination of its few remaining

mysteries. Rather, I want to suggest som.e of the ways in

which it is still a product of the point of view which is

more clearly represented by "Prufrock" and to show how,

in some particular ways, it modifies that point -of view

toward an inclusion of some of Eliot's ideas of history and

language which are set forth in "Tradition and the Individual

Talent."

In "Prufrock," as well as in the "Preludes," the

images are all contained within the mind of the speaker.
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Indeea, they come to be extensions of that mind, as in

the second of "The Preludes" where the cognition of the

speaker incorporates "all the hands/ That are raising

dingy shades/ In a thousand furnished rooms" (CJP, 12) ,

There, too, the speaker's soul is entangled with the

universe, inseparable from it, "stretched tight across

the skies/ That fade behind a city block,/ Or trampled by

insistent feet/ At four and five and six o'clock" (CP_, 13).

Consciousness, transposed from image to image, is just as

readily given to something inanimate ("a blackened street/

Impatient to assurae the world") as to sensate creatures.

Siivilarly, in "Rhapsody on a Windy Night," the mind of the

speaker shows its ubiquitousness, its ability to assimilate

everything unto itself: "Every street lamp that I pass/

beats like a fatalistic drum,/ And through the spaces of

tile dark/ i'4idnight shalces the memory/ As a madman shakes a

dead geraniiam" (CjP, 14) . But here the ego, so utterly

isolatea in Prufrock's case, has undergone a slight ex-

pansion. It incorporates at least the mind of the city,

with all its sights, sounds, smells. Time, too, has be-

come more fluid and these poems move easily back and forth

from present to past to future and back again. "The

systematic confusion of times and pronouns confirms the

fact that the mind of the protagonist is a collective
4

personality containing all times and persons at once,"

This gradual expanding of the ego, incorporating

larger and still larger entities, comes to a climax in

"Gerontion" and "The Waste Land," Gerontion is an old man.
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but his perspective has some limits. His age does not go

back, say, to the more remote eras of VJestern civilization

("I was neither at the hot gates/ Nor fought in the V7arm

rain . . . .") , but is rather laterally diffused. In his

own lifetime he has experienced a sweep of geography,

reaching across much of Europe: "My house is a decayed

house,/ And the jew squats on the v/indow sill, the owner,/

Spavmed in some estaminet of Antv;erp,/ Blistered in Brussels,

patched and peeled in London" (CP_, 21) . His world is

modern Europe, and within that framework, he has experienced

the decay of his time. His mind encompasses the strangeness

of a mixed and fluid world, peopled by the likes of Mr.

Silvero, Hayakawa and Madame de Tornquist. History also

has been his lot, but his knov/ledge of Thermopylae is not

first hand. The past has been made present to his mind, but

through seeking after the knowledge of it, assimilating it

through a backward glance. But in "The Waste Land: the

Gerontion figure is further expanded; Tiersias has been

everywhere, seen all and even views the v;orld from the point

of view of both sexes. As an image of the collective mind,

Tiresias is the most fully developed figure in Eliot, and

since what he " sees , in fact, is the substance of the poem"

(CP, 51) , all the allusions and references of "The Waste Land"

collect and reverberate within his consciousness.

From the small room of Prufrock's mind, to the city

of London in "The Preludes" and "Rhapsody," to the whole of

modern Europe in "Gerontion," to, finally, the whole of the
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experience of Western man, past and present, the subjective

ego has moved outward to bring within its reach all of

Europe in all times. But the sense of being trapped with-

in its narrow limits is still present, and we discover Pru-

frock abiding in "The VJaste Land."

I have heard the key
Turn in the door once and turn once only
VJe think of the key, each in his prison
Thinking of the key, each confirms a prison
Only at nightfall, aethereal rumours
Revive for a moment a broken Coriolanus.

(CP, 49)

To these lines, Eliot appends a reference in the notes

which points to the Inferno , XXXIII, where Dante hears the

story of Ugolino and Roger, that tale of mutual treachery

where all love is doomed because it initiated from selfish

motives. The lines specifically recall those where Ugolino

tells of hearing men nailing up the gate to his prison.

Here the external event is but a mirror of the internal, as

so often in Dante. Ugolino has long since been locked with-

in the awful prison of his self-love, an earlier example of
5

the terror of utter subjectivity.

Nor does the ironic view of the early poems disappear

in "The VJaste Land." To be sure, the sharply turned,

domestic ironies, learned from Laforgue, have given way to

larger ones, but from section to section of the poem, event

is placed against event, character against character, in

such a v/ay as to produce a cumulative effect of overwhelm-

ing" irony. Even the poem's setting, the city of London (and

especially the City, the financial district) is exploited
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for ironic juxtaposition. Some of the ironic allusions,

in this regard, are overt, like the reference to Marvell

in "at my back from time to time I hear/ The sound of

horns and motors, v/hich shall bring/ Sweeney to Mrs,

Porter in the spring" (CP, 4 3) . But there are others,

more subtle, such as the insensitivity of the bankers

moving to work ("And each man fixed his eyes before his

feet./ Flowed up the hill and down King William Street,

. . .") who fail to realize that the bell in Saint Mary

Woolnoth sounds the "stroke of nine" not to hasten them in-

to their offices on time, but because the ninth ringing of

the bell marks the moment of the elevation of the host in

the Eucharist.

Ironic, too, is the use to which the majestic

Thames has been put in modern times. Once a place v/here

Elizabeth, in her splendor, could send her barge for

Leicester, it is now the scene of a pitiful seduction ("By

Richmond I raised my knees/ Supine on the floor of a narrow

canoe") , And after the event, "He wept. He promised a

'new start'." In the v/orld of the poem, the context for

irony is clearly much greater than in any of the earlier

works. Past and present are here ironically juxtaposed,

and the one such com.parison in "Prufrock" (between Prufrock

himself and Hamlet) is multiplied many times over. Language

itself is fragmented in a strikingly ironic fashion, and

the traditional technique of undercutting the verbal ex-

pectation of one line with a triviality in the next is
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carried to great lengths. "But at my back in a cold blast

I hear/ The rattle of the bones, and chuckle spread from

ear to ear" and "When lovely woman stoops to folly and/

Paces about her room again, alone,/ She smoothes her hair

with automatic hand,/ Jvnd puts a record on the gramophone"

(CP, 42 and 44) . The tone here is still closely tied to

the archness of the earlier, Laforguian one of such poems

as "Portrait of a Lady" and "La Figlia che Piange."

It is the use of myth, in both "Gerontion" and "The

Waste Land," which points forward to what will, in "Ash-

Vi/ednesday" and Murder in the Cathedral , be not only an

implementation of ritual materials in setting and action,

but in the very language as well. Myth, as Frazer and the

Cambridge anthropologists understood it, was largely a

matter of recurrent patterns. Jessie V^eston's From Pdtual

to Romance appeared in 1920, and Matthiessen' s suggestion

that Eliot's reading that book "gave to his mind the very

fillip which it needed in order to crystallize" is quite
6

probably correct. Matthiessen' s summary of what Eliot

gained from VJeston will serve to indicate the central views

which she held regarding myth:

. . . the recurring pattern in various myths

/

the basic resemblance, for example, between
the vegetation myths of the rebirth of the
year, the fertility myths of the rebirth of
the potency of man, the Christian story of

' the Resurrection, and the Grail legend of
purification. The common source of all these
myths lay in the fundamental rhythm of nature

—

that of the death and rebirth of the year; and
their varying symbolism was an effort to ex-
plain the origin of life.

7
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In "The Waste Land," all of history is gathered together and

structured in terms of the myth of the Grail quest.

Individual events, voices, remain disparate, fragmentary

("These fragments I have shored against my ruins"), but

the pieces are all encompassed by the force of the mythic

journey of the questing figure seeking purification and

release. The quest is itself neither private nor public,

but both, for as the land is waste because of a falling

away from belief, it is redeemable by the representative

suffering of the questing figure. Thus- the central

characters in the poem interfuse with one another, the

quest spans many times and places, and the identity of the

seeker is a collective consciousness in its own right.

"Just as the one-eyed merchant, . . melts into the Phoe-

nician Sailor, and the latter is not wholly distinct from

Ferainand Prince of Naples, so all the wom.en are one woman,

and the tv/o sexes meet in Tiresias" (CP, 52) . Since the

poet is "older than other human beings" (UPC, 148) he is

albe to reach beneath history itself and bring up the frag-

ments which man uses to record history and see them being

grouped together into new patterns, nev; designs. "'The

Waste Lana' takes elements from the most diverse times and

places , , . and reveals their secret conformity to the

universal story . . . found in From Ritual to Romance .

"

At first glance, this use of myth to provide the

order for the materials preserved within the collective

mind would appear to have solved Eliot's problem of how to
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get outside the limitation of the self-enclosed ego. By

using allusion and myth/ Eliot has in "The Waste Land"

seemingly discovered a means of compressing all of past

time into the short compass of one poem. But, as Ilillis

I4iller observes, this "triumph is really defeat" for the

"quality of the life of the mind of Europe is exactly
9

the same as the experience of the solitary ego." And it

follows from this that the quest in "The Waste Land" is

not completed, but fails in the end. The best the poet can

do is shore up "fragments against [his] ruin" (CP_, 50) .

Rain does not fall, "Hieronymo's mad againe" and the

benediction which closes the poem is in a strange, remote

and (to Western minds) unintelligible tongue.

But Miller is wrong in not realizing that the ex-

periment of "The Waste Land," with its use of myth and

allusion, has been a fruitful one. If human experience

can be patterned by man's mythic projections, then it is

equally possible that language itself can, by being

rendered into certain patterns, be made to reach. out be-

yond the struggling consciousness, that desire for the

wrong thing, which continues to come between man's cognition

and the potential 'other' which, if he could but reach,

might provide restoration. The broken, fragmentary images

of "The Vvaste Land" are signs of language in the throes of

a struggle, and could that struggle be ended and language

made to work less denotatively, by suggestion and even by

incantation (as in its liturgical use) , then its fragmentary
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nature raight fall away, and the patterns it could then

describe might be a mirror of the larger design which does

not depend upon man's individual perception.

It is at this point, between "The Waste Land" and

"Ash-V7ednesday ,
" that Eliot becomes an avowed Christian.

And to be Christian is to deny epistemological idealisms

of any sort. The essence of Christian history is rooted

in a belief in the actuality of the world. The Fall can-

not be conceived as something which takes place because of

man's perception; it is a result of judgment from without,

a placing of an interdiction upon man from beyond his

cognition, and it renders him object, depending upon God's

grace for his existence and sustenance. History is real,

and can be known to the Christian view, for only in history

as actual can the relationship between God and man be given

any extrinsic meaning. The images of God are not, there-

fore, mere creations of man's own image-making propensity,

but are at worst faint copies of what God introduces into

the stream of time and space, at best fair copies of the

image of God Himself, as revealed in both the revelation

of the Word and the more general, immediate, revelation of

His created world.

So long as Eliot operates from the point of view of

idealist assumptions, God cannot be known except as a pro-

jection of man's ov;n cognition. With that, history itself

must remain, as it does in "Gerontion," something which

"issues, deceives with whispering ambitions,/ Guides us by
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vanities" (CP, 22). Language, also, for all the possibility

that the lesson from myth and ritual may suggest to the

contrary, must remain a matter of self-projection. So long

as that is the case, there is no chance that either Pru-

frock or Gerontion, or even Tiresias, can say anything with-

out the risk of being misunderstood. Words remain frozen
10

within the subjective ego,

Lliot's conversion to Christianity obviously raises

questions as to what is the correct manner of interpreting

those poems which follow that conversion. For many of

Eliot's ardent admirers, his conversion v;as a kind of de-

fection, a falling away from the faith which maintained

that such forms as Christianity could have no meaning to

modern man. In the eyes of some, Eliot became a heretic

the moment he announced his faith, and it seemed to some

that he had turned his back upon what had promised to be a

new and important poetry, expressing the kind of alienation

and separation felt by many in the years from 1920 to the

present. Can there be such a thing as a Christian poetry,

a Christian drama, in a time when the received images (to

say nothing of the institution itself) of Christianity

have all but lost any meaning for the majority of men?

What does belief in something so specific as Christianity

do to the notion of the impersonality of the poet? Does,

in short, the poet's faith (or lack thereof) matter to his

role as poet? And if not, then v;hat is the force of the

faith which he might come to espouse? All these are
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troiabling and pertinent questions, and the answers to them •

are as varied as there are critics to treat them. But

since much of what I have to say here is dependent upon

the way in v;hich certain answers to these questions are

given, some attention has to be paid to them. Nor did

Eliot himself fail to recognize their insistence, and

much of the major Dante essay is devoted to exploring the

implications inherent in the questions of poetry and be-

lief.

One way of dealing with such questions, of course,

is to outflank them. No less a critic than R. P. Blackmur,

from the very first an ardent champion of Eliot and one of

his best critics, does just this. To Blackmur, Eliot

"provides us with an example of a powerful poetic imagin-

ation feeding on a corpus of insight either foreign or

stultifying to the imaginative habit of most of us, and

sustained by an active and inclusive discipline beyond our
11

conscious needs." Since Blackmur can feel no commonality

v/ith Eliot's Christianity, yet since he is strongly

attracted to Eliot's own poetic interpretation of that

faith, he makes a neat case to show that in no sense can

Eliot's poetry be considered devotional, but that it succeeds

in spite of the poet's religious predisposition. He finds

Eliot using Christianity to further the ends of his poetry

(in one sense, of course, he is right) and opines that

Eliot's conversion results in a new technique where Christ-

ian elements are interfused with others, rather than in any
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12
real change in Eliot Vs approach to his subjects.

Christianity, in Blackmur's viev;, is for Eliot a

rich source of technical material, even of allusion and

reference. He sees no way in which Eliot's avowed belief

can affect his poetry other than in that, the technical,

one unless it be to the detriment of the poetry. He does

not think the latter happens, and he denies any didactic

i:apulse in the post-conversion Eliot. On purely literary

grounds, it is hard to fault Blackmur's tactic, for he is

able thereby to preserve the poetry he likes and the un-

fortunate beliefs go by. But that he can do so is partly

a failure, on his part, to grasp what the essential

features of Christian thought may mean, for the poet as

well as for the critic.

Some of Eliot's own observations point the problem

more directly. It is not until sometime after the Dante

essay of 1929 that Eliot comes to make what might be

terraed a conclusive statement on the matter of poetry and

belief, but the remarks in that essay directed toward the

question make quite clear that it v/as not one vmich the

poet felt could be side-tracked. In The Use of Poetry and

the Use of Criticism, Eliot scores Arnold for confusing the

aims of poetry and the aims of religion ("the deplorable

moral and religious effects of confusing poetry and morals
13

in the attempt to find a substitute for religious faith")

,

but earlier, in the 1929 Dante essay he had himself

approached the question as though it were at least open for
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couL'.icnt

:

, « . the question of what Dante 'believed'
is alv/ays relevant. ... My point is that
you cannot afford to ignore Dante's philosophical
ana theological beliefs, or to skip the
passages which express theiu most clearly.

(£E, 257)

But, on the other hand, "you are not called upon to believe

thera yourself. ... In reading Dante you must enter the

world of thirteenth-century Catholicism, which is not the

world of modern Catholicism." The requisite of the reader

is that he be v/illing to "suspend both belief and disbelief,"

to come to understand what it was that Dante believed and,

finally, to come to accept that Dante believed what his

poem asserts (SE, 257-8)« What Eliot hopes for is a

literature which should be unconsciously, rather than

deliberately and defiantly. Christian. Once again, it is

largely a matter of perspective, of point of viev;. The

Dante essay does not clarify the matter, but it clearly

reveals the extent to which Eliot recognized the problem as

serious, especially serious for someone newly converted to

Christianity.

The point here is that in some ways other than the

one mentioned by Blackmur, Eliot's conversion to Christ-

ianity does make a difference in the work which follows that

event. And the difference is not just one of technique, but

rather a total difference affecting both style and content.

And yet that difference cannot be marked by any radical

repudiation of what has preceded it and made the change

necessary. If Eliot's conversion relates., to his poetry
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(and my point here is that it is) , then something, either

in terms of technique or subject or both, must intersect

(to use one of Eliot's favorite words) an already establish-

ed vocabulary and put that vacabulary to a new use.

There should be no question of Eliot's beginning

again, or becom.ing a totally new poet, unrecognizable in

the sound of the earlier voice of "Prufrock" or "The Waste

Land," for to appropriate the theological analogy proper

here, to take on a New Nature is not to deny the Old, but

rather to see it transformed, redeemed. We should not,

therefore, discover in Eliot the kind of change we see in

Yeats, where to "descend into the rag and bone-shop of
14

Ithe] heart" is to seek out a new idiom and thereby to

repudiate the old. Rather we can expect a continual use

of the already formed materials, only transformed by "a

new, and shocking valuation of all that we have been"

(CP, 125) . Carrying the analogy further, we may expect

the course of Eliot's poetry, after his conversion, to

reflect the larger signification of Christian history with

its insistence on the acceptance of the past as something

redeem.ed in every present moment, yet ever pointing to that

end which is in fact its beginning. And only in one sense

is this a metaphor; at its deepest level it is the actual

experience of every Christian life as well as the larger ex-

perience of the Christian community as it moves through its

ordained history.

Language, too, and Eliot's attitude toward it should
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reflect this process of transformation. I have already

suggested, in the preceding chapter, some of the general

ways in which this change is reflected in the criticism of

the thirties and early forties. Eliot's increasing

interest in the effects of patterns in language, his growing

awareness that poetry is made up of words, not only of

ideas, emotions, feelings, and his attendant recognition'

that language may have, inherent within it, structures

which in their rhythm and music bear correspondence to

the ground of human emotion all bear out the fact that the

thirties do indeed m^ark a period of transformation and

change in Eliot's work, Hillis Miller v/ould see the

"reversal which makes him a Christian" taking place in his

poetry "in the transition from 'The VJaste Land' to 'Ash-
15

Wec^nesday ' , " and in that he is correct. But it is in

the work of the thirties, particularly in The Rock and

I-lurderin the Cathedral that the full effect of the transit-

ion reveals itself. "Ash-Wednesday" explores the new

understanding on the personal, private level, while the

pageant and the play enlarge the context to include the
16

religious community and the community of man as a whole.

"Ash-VJednesday" is essentially a poem about humility

and the sort of humility which is coincident with a real-

ization that those images v;hich suggest something outside

the self are m.ore than mere constructs of the mind. Irony

is bred in an atmosphere which God has fled, or from which

God has been expelled by man's own enormous capacity to
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construe everything in terms of himself. There is little

or no Christian humility in the sraall space of Prufrock's

world, for there nothing exists but reminders that there

is nothing but himself. Understanding must be separated

from existence before hx;mility can be expressed, for un-

less there is something other than man's understanding, there

is nothing for him to be humble before. Even Bradley rec-

ognized this, though he v/as unable to find sufficient

means in his thought to overcome the dilemma. And the

passage from The Principles of Logic v/hich Eliot quotes in

his 1927 essay on Bradley is filled with the horror of

being caught in a world made of nothing but understanding,

or cognition:

It may come from a failure in my metaphysics,
or from a weakness of the flesh which continues
to blind me, but the notion that existence
could be the same as understanding strikes me
as cold and ghost-like as the dreariest
materialism. That the glory of this v;orld in
the end is appearance leaves the world more
glorious, if we feel it is a shov; of some
fuller splendour; but the sensuous curtain is
a deception and a cheat, if it hides some
colourless movement of atoms, some spectral
v/oof of impalpable abstractions, or an un-
earthly ballet of bloodless categories. '•'

Here Bradley eloquently rejects what elsewhere he is most

attracted by, but Eliot's rejection is his own, not

Bradley's, though he was obviously aware of the pull the

philosopher felt to free himself of that particular form

of idealist thinking. In one sense, Eliot frees himself

by becoming Christian, but Christianity itself is always in

Ganger of skipping into some form or other of idealism, and
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the struggle to remain free will be marked throughout all

the rest of Eliot's work. Indeed, one way of considering

the thematic concern of the poetry and drama after the mid-

twenties is to see it as a constant confrontation between

the tem.ptations of an idealist position, beckoning one to

a realm of subjective shadows, and a Christian one, calling

and demanding that one accept responsibility in a world of

present and possible action.

The hxomility which is the subject of "Ash-tvednesday"

is also evident in the tone of the poem, in its use of

language and in what v;e might call a new respect for the

potentiality of words on the part of the poet. The

humility which pervades "Ash-Wednesday" is the result of

Eliot's acceptance of what he calls, in the Dante essay,

the "Catholic philosophy of disillusion." It is a view of

life which holds that one m.ust "not expect m.ore from life

than it can give or more from human beings than they can

give" and must "look to death for what life cannot give"

(SE, 275). It is, in short, the result of a recognition

of the doctrine of original sin; in "Ash-Wednesday" this

recognition is "fully conscious and informs the prayer of
18

the poem."

• Set on the first day of Lent, the poem is constructed

around a series of acts of humble resignation; it is partly

a poemL of things given up, of objects no longer desired nor

felt as desirable. And the speaker of the poem, the

speaker making the resignations, is an emphatic "I," the

first such emphatic use of the first person pronoun to
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appear in any of Eliot's major poems. In this alone, rauch

io ir.iplied for a nev/ understanding of the role and function

of language, for the ability to assert the "I" is at least

inuicative that the poet no longer feels that personality

is merely a matter of point of view. In "Prufrock," as

I have already mentioned, the pronominal world is constantly

shifting and there is no clear way to distinguish betv/een

the "you" and the "I" of the first line. They could stand

for the two aspects of Prufrock's mind or for the speaker

(Prufrock?) and his auditor or even for the persona and

the poet. They in fact stand for all of these. In that

v/orld of subjectivity, names and those terms which take

their places are interchangeable. But the "I" of "Ash-

Vvednesday" is personal, direct and consistent throughout

the poem. Moreover, it is the focus against which other

figures take shape. It is the "I" of the poem who speaks

to the Lady, who offers the prayers and who, finally, turns

his view to include a larger community, the "us" found in

the last stanza.

In one sense, it is a poem which rejects language,

for language may, counter to the penitential spirit, be

only the assertion of desire. But of course, no poem can

dispense with words and so it were better to say that "Ash-

Wednesday" employs language which at points passes into

the anonymous language of the Church; it approaches

liturgy, and for that reason is very difficult to describe

discursively. The extended use of repetitive, incantatory
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language also renders the poem lyrical, in ways which

certainly "The Waste Land" is not. The hardness, the

sharpness and even much of the verbal precision of the

former poetry is absent and in its place we find a

language almost prosaic at times, frequently abstract and

depending greatly upon simple repetition of phrase and

line (the phrase "because I do not hope" or a slight

variation of it occurs eleven times in the first thirty-

four lines and always at the beginning of the line)

.

"The Waste Land" pointed up irony through its

precision and through the clarity with which it presents

every event. It is the details (the bartender's call, the

use of a sort of Cockney idiom) which give the episode

in "The Game of Chess" its bite, provide its sharpest

ironies. There is even a strong note of the Laforguian

sort of irony in the Philomel section which opens that

section, and throughout the poem, the constant mixing of

time sense and spatial relationships throws event against

event in startling contrast and striking incongruity. The

poem, does not proceed from any particular place, in either

time or space, nor does it move through any conspicuous

middle and arrive at any conclusive end. Yet temporal

sequence cannot be altogether denied, since in English the

very order of words is expressive of temporality. But the

processive nature of temporal sequence can be delayed and

checked by inverting the normal English word order, and

thus it is that we find questions nuxaerous throughout "The
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V-.as.-ce Lane" Moreover, they are frequently grouped to-

gether, aiTibiguous and seemingly asked of no one in partic-

ular. . V.hile the result indeed has repetition, the pattern

of repeated questions, as the follov;ing passage

illustrates, does not move for\^?ard but rather gives the

sense of phrases returning upon themselves:

'My nerves are bad to-night. Yes, bad.
Stay with me.

'Speak to me. V7hy do you never speak. Speak.
'What are you thinking of? What thinking?

What?
'I never know what you are thinking. Think.

I think we are in rats ' alley
Where the dead men lost their bones,

'What is that noise?
The wind under the door.

'What is that noise now? What is the wind doing.'
Nothing again nothing.

'Do
You know nothing? Do you see nothing? Do you

remen^ber
'Nothing?'

(CP, 40-1)

It is impossible, after the first interchange here, to

distinguish one speaker from another or either of them from

the voice of the narrator. The words themselves act like

pieces being moved about in some endless chess gam.e and

they suggest a strong feeling of boredom, of ennui. Even

individual phrases can, in some instances, be read in more

that one way ("What thinking") to ironic effect. Language

is here utterly fragmented, utterly useless except as a

brutal reminder to those trying to use it that they are

19
constantly failing to communicate with one another. And

even in those passages where the language does follow a
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conventional temporal sequence (implying that some state-

ment is being made about something) , the subject under ex-

amination often turns out to be trivial, or banal and

foolish. Only now and again throughout the poem are the

language and sentence structure made to coincide in such

a way as to form definite, clear-cut statements about some-

thing other than the feeling of impotence stemming from

the inability to make words point beyond the subjective

realm of the speaker's mind.

Such statements, when they do occur/ are usually

about things or places either remote in time or place from

the speaker, or foreign to his understanding. Disjunctive

syntax can sometimes make the speaker v/ish for som.ething

more solid, more sequential:

'This music crept by me upon the waters'
And along the Strand, up Queen Victoria Street,

City city, I can sometimes hear
Beside a public bar in Lov/er Thames Street,
The pleasant v;hining of a mandoline
And a clatter and a chatter from within
Where fishmen lounge at noon: where the v/alls
Of Magnus Martyr hold
Inexplicable splendour of Ionian v;hite and gold,

(CP, 45)

Though the identity of the speaker here is not clear (it

may be the "young man carbuncular" of the previous episode)

,

his sense of alienation and disenchantment is made clear in

the first two lines quoted above, and he fails to recognize

the connection, not only syntactical, betv/een the wholesome

life of community in the public bar "where fishmen lounge

at noon" and the decorated v;alls of Magnus Martyr, gilded

in the colors of Easter Sunday,
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In "Ash-v;ednesday" all is different. There is only

one ironic passage, and it comes in the first stanza, where
20

wc Gee the "poet as_ he thinks hiraself for the rioment to be.

"

Tiic. note of self-deprecation and self-iriockery in " (Why

shoulc the aged eagle stretch its wings?)" is evident, and

there may even be a sense of amused boasting in "Why should

I mourn/ The vanished power of the usual reign" (CP, 60)

.

If these lines are taken to refer, reflexively, to the poet

himself, then the irony becomes clear, for though he is

hardly yet an aged eagle, he has already enjoyed what for

most poets would be more than the "usual reign." As Allen

Tate has pointed out, the regular yet halting rhythm of

this opening stanza of the poem "may either proceed to
21

greater regularity or fall away into improvisation." The

poem, of course, moves to achieve a greater regularity; the

lines which issue out of the halting beginnings of the

first three stanzas ("Because I do not hope to turn again/

Because I do not hope/ Because I do not hope to turn")

become increasingly more complete, and as the poem proceeds

more and more self-contained statements are made. Only

the lineation of the first part of section II marks the

passage as verse; the sentences follow one another in se-

quences which are essentially those of rhythmical prose.

And from out that ordered syntax, in turn, issues the lyric

sung by the bones in the desert (not the "alley" of "The

Waste Land" where the "dead men lost their bones') . The

lyric itself, part prayer, part liturgical recital, is
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characterized by paradox, which begins now to take the place

of irony:

Lady of silences
Calm and distressed
Torn and ir.ost whole
Rose of memory
Rose of forgetfulness
Exhausted and life-giving
VJorried reposeful
The single Rose
Is now the Garden
Where all loves end
Terminate torment
Of love unsatisfied
The greater torment
Of love satisfied
End of the endless
Journey to no end
Conclusion of all that
Is inconclusible
Speech without word and
Word of no speech
Grace to the Mother
For the Garden
Where all love ends.

(CP, 62)

Here, in this one lyric, are gathered a number of Eliot's

concerns v/hich will occupy him in the poetry and drama to

follow "Ash-Wednesday," Love is here conceived as "itself

unraoving/ Only the cause and end of movement" (CP, 122) and

the "hyacinth garden" of unfulfilled human love from "The

Waste Land" has become the Garden of Eden and also the

garden of the cloister wherein the Virgin invariable finds

herself depicted in medieval painting. But the transforma-

tion is complex and cannot be spoken of directly. Only

paradox can reach, or attempt to reach, that which is

already suspected as being beyond the limits of customary

language.

The prayer itself is explicitly based upon Saint
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Bernard's prayer in Cantos XXXII and XXXIII of the Paradiso,

where that Saint takes over the role of guide fron Beatrice

and in his condition as exemplar of the contemplative life
22

leads Dante to his final vision of the end of the poem.

In being given a vision of the multifoliate rose, Dante is

witness to the company of the blest, the Church Triumphant,

and from there his sight is directed upward to where he

beholds the Virgin in her radiance. Bernard's prayer is that

Dante be prepared to look directly on God, that Love v/hich

precedes all other love and from which all love emanates.

In the Paradiso, it is a mom.ent of extreme humility for

Dante, for only in humility can be be ready to withstand

the overwhelming radiance of the face of God. Just so is

it in "Ash-Wednesday," and the paradoxes of the lyric point

to Gclf-denial and the futility of self-assertion for one

who would enter that "Garden/ Where all love ends."

Much of the imagery of "Ash-Wednesday" has appeared

before in Eliot's poetry, for both "The Waste Land" and

"Gerontion" are filled with explicit Christian reference.

But in those poems the Christian synibols are either

frustrated, or misuhderstood by the speaker of the poem.

The church of Saint Mary VJoolnoth stands like a lonely

reminder in the bleak city atmosphere of London, not

attended by the hurrying bankers, and beckoning to a people

who can no longer read its emblems. Christ "devours" us

in "Gerontion" and elsewhere "Signs are taken for wonders."

"The word within a word" is "unable to speak a word,/
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Swaddled with darkness" (CP, 21) and the people of the

waste land look to arcane and esoteric sources for their

iinderstanding. Madame Sosostris, "Famous claxrvoyante,

"

is "known to be the wisest woman in Europe,/ With a

V7icked pack of cards" even though she "had a bad cold"

(CP, 38). The "chapel" is empty, "only the wind's home./

It has no windov;s , and the door swings," for "Dry bones

can harm no one" (CJP, 49). In these poems the religious,

and particularly the Christian symbols, stand out sharp-

ly against a background of darkness, waste and isolation.

They are at best only remotely fused with the secular

images which surround them, and ultimately, no one in the

context of those poems understands their relevance.

But in "Ash-Wednesday" this symbolic material,

already discovered amidst the desolation of the empty v;aste

land of the earlier poetry, is given a new role, and is

made to form an inextricable part of the entire context of

the poem. The effect is startling, for rather than the

religious images standing out from their surroundings, the

secular images are made to take on a religious sense. To

Allen Tate, it is "evident that Eliot has hit upon the only

method now available of using the conventional religious

image in ooetrv" by reducing it from symbol to image,
23

"from abstraction to the plane, of sensation." What in

fact Eliot has hit upon is the fact of Incarnation, and it

is that which makes it possible for him to deal in seemingly

abstract terms and produce the effect of rendering
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sensation. It is the Incarnation which makes possible

the "new years" which restore "with a new verse the ancient

rhyme" (CP, 64) . No longer is the collective mind, the

mind of Europe a projection of the self, but the self has

become an instrument of the collective mind. By listening,

rather than by asserting, the poet can perhaps "Redeem/

The unread vision in the higher dream/ While jewelled

unicorns draw by the gilded hearse" (CP, 64) . Nor does

"redeera" here mean to gain back lost time or to recapture

the past. Its sense is the same as when Prince Hal speaks-

of redeeming the time, in I_ Henry IV ; it means the making

the most of every moment, both by action and by waiting

without anxiety, as the moment might require. It requires

that one recognize a pattern not of his own construction

and have the will to place himself within that pattern, even

though its shape not be clearly discernible.

When time is redeemed, so is everything v;hich is

subject to it—birth, death, love, language even. Language,

not being conceived as the merely arbitrary counter of

hiaman cognition, but as an instrviment of revelation,

springing from without the limitations of the self, can be

freed from its bondage to the subjective mind and can ex-

plore new paths. Poetry can be written in new ways because

all ways are already determined in the structure of the

language itself; it is therefore the poet's task to fit

himself into the patterns of his language and bring to the

light of day those designs which are potentially there.
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contained in the mind of God, Poetry is that vvhich realizes

the shape of hxoman experience, gives it order and meaning,

not that thing which makes experience or creates a world

apart from the already existing one. Poetry can be made,

possibly, to recapture the lost word which is the

revelation of God in history, that is to say, the revel-

ation of Incarnation:

If the lost word is lost, if the spent word is
spent

If the unheard, unsppken
Word is unspoken, unheard;
Still is the unspoken word, the Vvord unheard.
The Word without a word, the Word v/ithin
The world and for the world;

: And the light shone in darkness and
Against the Word the unstilled world still

whirled
About the centre of the silent Word.

(CP, 65)

The effect of the word "still" at the beginning of the fourth

line is striking and it suggests much of what the entire

passage is about, namely, the stillness within which one

must wait for the sound of the word which is spoken from

without. In order to hear the "Word without a word" all

other words have to be silenced. But the "still" has also

the other meaning of "yet," of something which continues in

spite of the inattention of the world. The double meaning

of the word, its crucial placement in the passage and its

referring both to what precedes and what follows it can be

seen as a paradigm of at least one of the ways which Eliot

was coming to learn to use language to utter the unutterable.

It gains meaning also from its being repeated, in slightly

different contest, in the "unstilled" and "still whirled"
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of the next to the last line in the stanza. It points for-

ward to that major image of stasis in motion which plays

such a vital part in the meaning of both Murder in the

Cathedral and The Four Quartets—the still point of the

ever-turning cosmos, or the center of the turning wheel.

Orthography is also affirmed as a valid means of represent-

ing meaning in poetry, as the passage cannot possibly have

the sam^e sense heard aloud as when it is read; it demands

that one accept the Christian sense of Word with a capital

"V7," even though such acceptance need not be more than a

momentary matter of suspended disbelief. For Eliot, clearly,

it is more than that.

The world of subjectivity is not altogether absent

from "Ash-Wednesday," as the ironic first stanza shows us.

But it is nonetheless in the i rocess of being denied, and

the course of the poem is the working out of that process.

VJhile the self is still self-centered in the first stanza,

the, last section (VI) of the poem provides a vision of the

world without, that v;orld of phenomenal reality which is

almost always subjectivized in the earlier poetry. The

speaker sees, from the "wide window" of the staircase he has

been climbing, a view of "the hawthorn blossom and a pasture

scene," "the granite shore/ The white sails . . . seav/ard,

seaward flying/ Unbroken wings" (CP, 64 and 56) . The "lost

heart" (like the "vanished power of the usual reign")

rejoices
In the lost lilac and the lost sea voices
Ana the weak spirit quickens to rebel
For the bent golden-rod and the lost sea smell
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Quickens to recover
The cry of quail and the v;hirling plover
And the blind eye creates
The empty forms between the ivory gates
And smell renev/s the salt savour of the sandy

earth.
(CP, 66)

This is very close to the concreteness of VJilliam Carlos

Williams and strikes a new note in Eliot's poetry. The

world outside is here affirmed, accepted as being just

that—outside the limits of human subjectivizing. The

spirit can "Quicken" with this realization, it can take on

new life and even rejoice that the lilac of nostalgia and

memory have been lost. The images in this passage are ones

which irrimediatedly appeal to the senses, yet their context

has already given them a religious connotation. Incarnation

is revealed not only in the accepted signs of the faith,

but in the natural world and all its aspects as well.

Other poems of the period repeat this note of re-

joicing in having discovered the "other" against v;hich man

may judge his existence. The "scent of pine and the wood-

thrush singing through the fog" (CP, 72) in "Marina" and

"the running stream and a water-mill beating the darkness"

of "Journey of the Magi" (CP, 68) all testify to this new

av/areness that there is a world of actuality which lies be-

yond the power of man's image-making grasp. Personally,

privately at least, the poet has come into a new possession

and the way is open out of the "Streets that follow like a

tedious argument/ Of insidious intent" (CP, 3) . Through

hxomility, and by denying the very things which language
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generally strives to assert, namely human will and desire,

Eliot has come to a new perspective from which it will

natur^^lly follow that he will work to render his personal

vision of reality a public one, which can be shared by the

comiuunity

.

The first stage in this expansion takes place in

The Rock , the pageant-play which Lliot wrote on commission

for the Forty-Five Churches Fund of the Diocese of London,
24

in 19 34. The occasion was a predetermined one and the

format was given to the poet, but however much the audience

shared a common faith it v/as nevertheless the first

opportunity Eliot availed himself of to put his newly

discovered faith into an explicitly public piece. As drama,

it leaves much to be desired, but then it v>7as not designed

exclusively as a dram^atic entertainment, but rather as a

series of scenes v;hich unfold the struggle of a community

to find v/ithin itself the means and the motivation to erect

a cathedral. To that extent , the play is unabashedly didactic

and, if one were to take a very narrow view of it, could be

called institutional propaganda. But v;hile the whole of the

pagaent is certainly unsatisfying, the choruses frequently

rise above the topical level of the rest of the scenario,

and it is in the choruses that Eliot displays most clearly

some of his as yet experimental techniques.

. In places, the chorus of workmen chant verses which

recall the lyric contained in "Ash-VJednesday :

"

The river flows, the seasons turn.
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The sparrov; and starling have no time to waste.
If men do not build
Hov7 shall they live?
Vflien the field is tilled
And the wheat is bread
They shall not die in a shortened bed
And a narrow sheet,

(CP, 99)

V\%at men do is here a mirror of what the creatures of the

wood do, and man's time for building is measured by the

change of seasons and the example of the field. No longer

is the whole world an extension of man's thinking, but m.an

is conceived as the major entity among a v/orld of separate

yet correspondent entities. The meaning of life can be

structured into it, by recognizing that what the natural order

does in its way, man can emulate in his. In such a fashion

as this were generations of the past granted continuity,

and the effort of common man understood to be an image of

the labor of the saints and of God, in His acts of building:

Thus your fathers were made
Fellow citizens of the saints, of the household

of GOD, being built upon the foundation
Of apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus Himself

the chief cornerstone.
(CP, 100)

It was only after man had convinced himself that the

architecture of the world v;as really of his own design that

the building, with its intricate and m.utually supporting

girders, began to comie apart. Man erred most in pres\aming

to ascertain the position of God:

When your fathers fixed the place of GOD,
And settled all the inconvenient saints.
Apostles, martyrs, in a kind of Whipsnade,
Then they could set about imperial expansion
Accompanied by industrial development,
Exporting iron, coal and cotton gooas
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And intellectual enlightenment
/ind everything, including capital
And several versions of the Word of GOD:
The British race assured of a mission
Performed it, but left much at home xinsure,

(CP, 101)

The long process which issued from man's first desire to

fix "the place of GOD,/ And [settle] all the inconvenient

saints" finds its culmination in the condition which Pru-

frock inherits; a world where God is dead and nothing exists

on the limitless horizon but the projections of man's own

thinking. Something of material gain and perhaps even

something of an intellectual advancement has marked the

process, but the final result sees much "left at home un-

sure" since home in such a boundless vjorld is itself hard

to locate.

One of the chief values of Eliot's experiment in

The Rock was to explore the possibilities of a new verse form

for dramatic purposes. The language of the choruses is

close to that of everyday speech in its diction, but re-

mote from it in its use of repetition and reiteration. The

feature which gives to many of the choruses the quality of

speech is Eliot's use of stress rather than syllabic count

to determine the length of each line. The method comes

close to that of medieval alliterative verse, for in the

predominant type of lines are a fixed number of stresses,

but a variable number of syllables. The length of the lines,

therefore, approaches that of lines of contemporary prose,

while the adherence to a pattern of stress retains the sense

of regularity and rhythm required to make the whole verse.
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and differentiate it from prose. But as D, E. Jones points

out, the full effect of this experiraent is not fully

realized in The Rock , largely because that work lacks a
25

unifying dramatic conception. It will show itself to best

effect in the major work which was to follow. Murder in the

Cathedral . There, the combination of a cohesive dramatic

structure, a verse form approximating the natural rythms

of corrimon speech and, most importantly, a conviction that

language can be made to serve communicative ends, unite

to form v/hat is perhaps the most sucessful of Eliot's

ventures into drama. Having found a language useful for

public presentation, Eliot is able to fashion in Murder a

play which is emphatically about the concerns of his own

time transmitted in verbal terms which render its

assertions universal.

"The human body and the world's body—these are two

forms of incarnation. Another is that social form of

embodiment which is a man's acceptance of a limited role in

his comraunity. This theme is central in Eliot's plays.

Murder in the Cathedral associates it explicitly with the
26

Incarnation." What ultimately tempts Becket is the very

thing which had so constricted the early Eliot and which is

a constant lure of Christianity, namely, a hope that one

can attain a spiritual statei'.purely , without being dirtied

by the world's goods. It is analogous to the last and great

temptation proffered Christ by the Devil in the desert—the

promise of being the object of all adulation rather than
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serving as a mere subject of God's. The promise offered by

the Fourth Tempter moves on two levels, the secular and

the spiritual. In the secular realm, Thomas is told he

already holds the balance of power, would he but exercise

it:

You hold the keys of heaven and hell.
Power to bind and loose: bind, Thomas, bind,
King and bishop under your heel.
King, emperor, bishop, baron, king:
Uncertain mastery of melting armies,
War, plague, and revolution.
New conspiracies, broken pacts;
To be master or servant within an hour.
This is the course of temporal power.

(P, 25)

But the crowning temptation is not the temporal. "But think,

Thomas, think of glory after ceath,/ When king is dead,

there's another king,/ And one more king is another reign"

(P, 26) , The world as seen by the Fourth Tempter' is all

illusion, and within his understanding, he describes it

with telling accuracy. It is a world v/here nothing holds,

and where all is fiction generated by man's cognition,.

Since that is so, his offer is sincere by his lights, for

Thomas would be denying nothing but the shape of his ov/n

dreams to forego the world and seek spiritual perfection

in martyrdom,

"You have also thought," the Tempter tells Thomas,

"sometimes at your prayers/ Sometimes hesitating at the

angles of stairs,/ And betv/een sleep and waking, , . . That

nothing lasts, but the v/heel turns,/ The nest is rifled,

and the bird mourns" (P, 26) . Since all this world is

subjectivity, nothing in it can be of any permanent value
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and the way history will recall the martyr will be only a

function of its ov;n needs for self-justification: •

And later is worse ^ when men will not hate you
Enough to defame or to execrate you,
But pondering the qualities that you lacked
Kill only try to find the historical fact.
When men shall declare that there was no mystery
About this man who played a certain part in

history.
(P/ 26-7)

And Thomas' question to this, asking whether "there is no

enduring crown to be won," sets up the central concern of

the play. Should the Fourth Tempter prove right, and the

world reveal itself as illusion and subjective projection,

then to accept his offer would gain only the extension of

that illusion into a higher realm. But, on the other hand,

should the tempter prove wrong, and the world show itself

as a place of actuality where action implies responsibility

to others, how can one differentiate between v;hat his ov;n,

self-enclosed will desires and what som.e larger, external

Power might wish? Juid is it not, after all, a matter of

words? Perhaps how one puts the question is v/hat deteirmines

the shape of the answer, and is it possible to know that

anything exists other than what one thinks? It is the

tempter himself who says "I am only here, Thomas, to tell

you what you know" (P_, 26) .

But the Fourth Tempter condescends, and considers the

creatures of the world as dust, not worth Thomas' anguish.

His appeal is direct:

Seek the v/ay of martyrdom, make yourself the
lowest

On earth, to be high in heaven.
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And see far off below you, where the gulf
is fixed,

Your persecutors, in timeless torment.
Parched passion, beyond expiation.

(P, 27)

To accept this sort of temptation would be to accept the

very kind of world which Eliot himself has been at pains to

escape from. It v/ould be to place Thomas in the midst of

the Prufrockian situation,

Thomas' rejection of the temptation to accept the

world as "a cheat and a disappointment" is the center of

the play, and it is expressed most completely in the sermon

he delivers on Christmas morning. There, he tells his

community that a "martyrdom is always the design of God,

for His love of men, to warn them and to lead them, to bring

them back to His v;ays. , . , the true martyr is he . who has

become the instrument of God, who has lost his v/ill in the

will of God, and who no longer desires anything for himself,

not even the glory of being a martyr" (P, 33) . It is a

prose both measured and simple, making use of contemporary

idiom to render concrete, ideas which are difficult of

grasping because essentially abstract. The language of this

sermon owes something to the practice of Bishop Andrewes,

whom Eliot had discussea in a 1926 essay, Andrewes habit

was to explore the meanings of a single word, working it

through a nxorober of contexts until it could be revealed in

"lucid profundity,"

To persons whose minds are habituated to feed
on the vague jargon of our time, when we have
a vocabulary for everything and exact v/ords
for nothing—v/hen a word half understood, torn
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from its place in sonie alien or half-formed
science, as of psychology, conceals from
both writer and reader the meaninglessness
of a statement, when all dogma is in doiibt
except the dogmas of sciences . . . when
the language of theology itself . , . tends
to become a language of tergiversation

—

Andrewes may seem pedantic and verbal,
(SE, 347)

But to the reader willing to follow the turns of the

Bishop's thought, the result will be clarity and a new

understanding, for "Andrewes takes a word and derives the

world from, it; squeezing the v/ord until it yields a full

juice of meaning which v/e should never have supposed any

word to possess" (SE, 347-8) . It is just this process of

"squeezing the word" which Eliot presents us with in

Thomas' sermon, for martyrdom is there considered from a

variety of contexts and is made to yield meanings which go

beyond those affixed to it by either the people of

Canterbury or the knights who come to kill the Archbishop.

The process of the prose is marked by what Eliot calls,

elsewhere, "ordonnance and precision," and it is just those

qualities which the justifying speeches of the knights, near

the close of the play, lack.

The play, taken as a whole, gives us, then, examples

of both the new sort of dramatic verse Eliot had experiment-

ed with in The Rock and the kind of prose which forces

meaning out of particular terms, even the specialized
I

vernaculars of modern society. Of the latter, the play

also presents examples, and the speeches of the knights, as

they plead their case before the people (and before the

audience) are brilliant instances of contemporary prose
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caught in the mesh of legal jargon. In the language of the

caoruo Eliot has discovered a v;ay of treating dograa in the

context of actual lives, so that the effect of what the

v.-or:.en of Canterbury say is to naike the audience accept

the:a as believable people, even though they are testifying

to a Christian interpretation of the nature of history.

To take just one exarr.ple, that of the litany sung at the

close of tr.e play—there the blending of the corainonplace

with the exalted, the daily idiom with the liturgical

rhythm, achieves, as Eliot nov/here before has achieved, the

mixture of common speech v/hich articulates experience \^)'ith

speech which enacts a ritual pattern. It is the pattern

as much as the speech v;hich articulates it that enforces

the meaning; the language of tradition serves the idiom of

the present. VJord and deed, for the people of Canterbury

as for the Archbishop himself, have been brought very close

to one another.

Here, in Murder in the Cathedral , Incarnation has

centered upon an historical event and been contained with-

in a dramatic framework. Action imitating action gives a

credibility even to those things which are in fact

mysterious, for the stage is first of all a place where we

see something. Having found a language to treat the

mysterious in dramatic terms, the question remains whether

Eliot can use that same language to effect similar ends in

the non-dramatic shape of his poetry. To examine that

question will be the business of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

The Rorr.antic Inheritance Overcome

"the comraunication
Of the dead is tongued with fire

beyond the language of the
living"

After 19 35, Eliot's poetry and drama are every\vhere

filled with the realizations of an external reality, but

the cost of the struggle to achieve that realization in

poetry is still very much a burden to Eliot. SoIr.ehov^7,

somwhere, something had gone wrong with the course of

European and English sensibility and the result had been,

in Eliot's view, both a mistaken understanding of the

v/orld and an attendant deterioration in language. He had

first described the problem at the sair^e time as he was set-

ting forth his program for poetry, itself based on the

assiimption of a continuity in tradition and literary usage.

In the fcui^ous essay of 1921 on the metaphysical poets, Eliot

haa explained how the "poets of the seventeenth century,

the successors of the dramatists of the sixteenth, possessed

a mechanism of sensibility which could devour any kind of

experience" (SE, 287). These poets were "simple, artificial,

difficult, or fantastic, as their predecessors were; no less

nor more than Dante, Guido Cavalcanti, Guinicelli, or Cine"

126
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(£E_, 287-8). But, alas, something had gone v/rong and

sonie time in the "seventeenth century a dissociation of

sensibility set in, from v/hich we have never recovered" (SE,

283) . This notion of a divided sensibility is itself now

a matter of literary history and as such can be examined

for' v/hatever historical validity it may or may not have.

But the reason for bringing it up again here is not to

discuss its historicity, but to suggest the place it

occupies in Eliot's own changing sensibility. Needless

to say, the concept logically conflicts with his idea of

an unbroken tradition as he explains it in "Tradition and

the Individual Talent." But it seems to have had the more

lasting appeal, for in IS 36 we find him extending his 1921

castigation of Milton and virtually laying the blam^e for

the "dissociation of sensibility" at his feet. The influence

of Milton on succeeding generations of poets was all the

greater because Milton was a great poet, and therefore the

particular deterioration "to which he subjected the language"

all the more difficult to overcome:

Many people will agree that a man may be a
great artist, and yet have a bad influence.
There is m.ore of Milton's influence in the
badness of the bad verse of the eighteenth
century than of anybody's else; he certainly
did more harm than Dryden and Pope, and
perhaps a good deal of the obloquy which has
fallen on these two poets . . . ought to be
transferred to Milton.

(OP, 156)

Much of the rest of the essay is unfortunate, as Eliot

himself came co realize later. But though we can deplore

the tone of his remarks, particularly those regarding Milton's
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blindness ("The most important fact about Milton, for my

purpose, is his blindness."), taken together they remind

us of how important Eliot deemed it to find some cause for

that "dissociation of sensibility he discovered setting in

sometime in the seventeenth century.

And the essay is important also because it reveals

another tension in Eliot's definition of poetry. In the

19 33 lecture on Arnold, as we have seen, Eliot decried that

poe't's lack of what he called the "auditory imagination."

Now, in the first Milton essay (19 36) we find him faulting

Milton because he lacked any "visual imagination." Milton

parniits the "syntax to be determined by the musical signi-

ficance, by the auditory imagination, rather than by the

attempt to follow speech or thought. . . . The result V7ith

Milton is, in one sense of the word, rhetoric . . . . This

kind of 'rhetoric' is not necessarily bad in its influence;

but it may be considered bad in relation to the historical

life of a language as a v/hole" (OP, 161) . The real trouble

with Milton, in this regard, is that he aid not help in

preserving "the tradition of conversational language in

poetry" (OP, 161) . Nov; it is granted that a poet may make

whatever criticisms of others as may suit his own momentary

purposes and not be held strictly to account for the result,

but the confusion on this m.atter in Eliot's criticism of

the thirties appears to me significant. On the one hand,

he would see language as a part of the collective mind of

tradition, fixed and transmitted intact from generation to
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generation of poets; on the other, he would view language

as soraething v/hich can share in and reflect a shift in

cultural and epistemological orientation and hence as

something which can be damaged by wrong handling. The

first attitude is prescriptive and is of a piece v;ith

Eliot's early enthusiasm for classicist, authoritarian

ideas. The second is descriptive, and reflects Eliot's

gradually emerging sense of social change and cultural

decay. At least so it seems on the surface, but the fact

is that even the latter viev; is prescriptive, for to

assume that language can deteriorate by misuse is to

assume that there is a language in ideal shape against

which such deterioration can be measured. Though the tv70

views are, in that sense, close to one another, the fact

remains that to Eliot there appeared a difficulty in

reconciling them.

I have suggested, in the preceding chapter, that the

reconciliation is partly achieved through the ex-

perimentation in the poetry and dram.a of the thirties, but

the theoretical background for that Eliot had suggested

earlier, as early in fact as 1919, in his first essay on

Hamiet. There, in attempting to discover what was the

matter v;ith the play (as he saw it) , he declares his now

well-known idea of the "objective correlative." For some-

one caught in the midst of a subjective world, trying to

find a means of uniting word and thing, his very choice of

terms is significant. For emotion to be adequately, ex-
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pressed in art, he says, one F.ust find an "'objective

correlative'; in other words, a set of objects, a

situation, a chain of events which shall be the formula

of that particular en-.otion; such that vihen the external

facts, which must terminate in sensory experience, are

given, the emotion is imm.ediately evoked" (SE, 145) . All

these terms— "set of objects, a situation, a chain of

events"—are considered as "external facts," and though

they are understood to terminate in "sensory experience"

they are not the same thing as that experience. And here

v/e have one of the first instances where Eliot makes a move

to separate understanding from existence. It will not,

however, be until nearly a decade later that a satisfactory

correlative will present itself to Eliot, one that by its

total view of the world makes and attempts to enforce such

a distinction. I am speaking here of Christianity, for it

is that which becomies for Eliot the m^ost valuable "objective

correlative" and which, assimilated into the poetry, v;ill

provide the separation of internal from external so longed

for by the early Eliot.

Though he does not again refer to the term "objective

correlative" after 1919, except now and again to express

surprise at the currency the phrase came to have, his 19 30

essay on Baudelaire (which repeats many of the things he

haa said earlier and in other places about the French poet)

implies throughout that one of that poet's chief gifts was

his having a sense of something external to him.self by which
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to give point and object to his intentions. And Baudelaire

is adrrdred also because he v/as a rebel against the very

iaeas which Eliot hiraself had been struggling to overcome,

Baudelaire, like Eliot, was "inevitably the offspring of

romanticism, and by his nature the first counter-romantic

in poetry . ." (SE, 424). Ke "perceived that what really

matters is Sin and Redemption" (SE, 427) and that perception

made it possible for him to reach out tov/ards "something

which cannot be had in, but which may be haa partly through ,

1
personal relations" (SE, 428)

.

This understanding of Baudelaire's that there was

something outside himself to which he could relate made it

possible for him to be a poet of salvation, a poet Christian

in the best sense, whose business is not necessarily to

practice Christianity, but "to assert its necessity " (SE,

422), The effect of this understanding of Baudelaire's

is most markedly shown by what he achieved in language.

Accepting the fact of Sin v/as also to accept the fact of

coramonplace ugliness, of the life of the city with all its

squalor, even of the depravity of huraan existence, and to

be able thereby to miake a truly contem.porary poetry v\/hich

spoke the idiom of his time and place. By seeing the world

as a place of actuality, not as something mentally project-

ed or as merely a state of mind, and by using the m.aterials

of that world, Baudelaire was able to speak through the

comTi^onplace (the notion of a transparent language) and

make it "represent something much more than itself" (SE, 426)

.

In short, Baudelaire's poetry reached out for the
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Absolute by means of a celebration of the present in all

its conditions, by means of a celebration of the here and

now. This is precisely what Eliot's major work, from "Ash-

Wednesday" on, attempts to do.

But v/e can ask ourselves here about the outcome of

Eliot's remarks concerning the auditory and the visual

imagination. How do they come to be reconciled? The

ansv^er is both simple and complex. Once Christianity

becomes the over-reaching "objective correlative," the

theoretical concerns which occupy much of Eliot's early

discussion of the nature of poetry cease to be revelant— as

theory. Once an Absolute has been proclaimed, there is no

need to ascertain discursively the truth about good or bad

poetry, for now one need only assert, or argue by extension.

A moral order being discovered external to the self renders

criticism a part of that order, and the critical task is no

longer merely aesthetic, but itself moral. As Vincent

Buckley has pointed out, the later criticism of Eliot,

"at least" that from 1932, "is less concerned to affirm

impersonality than to pass censure on the literary uses of

personality. It reveals an open moral concern, even a

moralistic one; for Eliot is . . . interested ... to find

some means of protecting the modern sensibility against

certain unhealty factors it xeceives in a literary form in

contemporary novels and poems. . . . His concern is pastoral."

Nowhere is this more forcibly expressed than in the 19 35

essay, "Religion and Literature." Since "the whole of
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modern literature is corrupted by v:hat I call Secularism,

that it is simply unaware of, simply cannot understand

the meaning of, the primacy of the supernatural over the

natural life . . . literary criticism should be completed

from a definite ethical and theological standpoint" (SE,

398).. These are not terms which allov; for much equivocation

ana certainly there are critics of Eliot's work who would

just as soon preterd them away. But they are repeated, in

a variety of expression, too often after 1935 to be easily

dism.issed. Ko doubt they go counter to the central move-

ment of our time, one which even Eliot, earlier, had had

some little influence upon. But the polemics of the Kev;

Criticism are no less rigid than those of Eliot's moral

aesthetic. Perhaps v/e feel, after three decades of close

reading and explication, that a step too far in the direction

of intention will be to comjp.it an unforgiveable error.

But there is intention and intention, and some

wielders of the doctrine of "intentional fallacy" are them-

selves unaware that it can be used fallaciously. The

assumption of a transcendent reality which enters tim.e and

history and gives them meaning is so much a part of Eliot's

poetry after 19 30 that simply wishing it were not so will

not do, Moreover, it is hardly a m^atter of treating a

poetry which has a palpable design on us, other than an

aesthetic one. Only once, in The Rock , does Eliot seem to

confuse the limits of art with those of propaganda, and

tne result is far from an artistic trivmiph, as almost all
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would agree. Neither the poer:tS nor the plays after 19 30

state truths, or facts, or even opinions; they recreate,

in verbal terms, the way it can possibly feel to experience

certain truths, facts, or opinions. This is equally true

of the early poetry, for Prufrock ' s existence is neither a

statement about ours nor a set of suggestions about Eliot;

it is a recreation of the experience of a certain kind of

existence. The fact that the poetry before Eliot's con-

version is hardly ever adjudged propaganda for special

belief can be laid to the condition which it explores

—

one which more people in the twentieth century have them-

selves experienced than the Christian condition of the later

work

.

To return to the question raised earlier. That

Eliot came to reconcile his at one time variant views re-

garding meaning and style, or regarding the visual and the

auditory imagination can be seen from a series of remarks

which appear in the criticism from 1933 through 1946. In

19 33, he was still in places disparaging meaning as not the
3

most relevant aspect of poetry. But in "The Music of Poetry"

he brings the two, sound (or music) and meaning, together

ana recognizes them as a unity: "But I would remind you,

first that the m^usic of poetry is not something which exists

apart from the meaning" (OP, 21) . And shortly after this

comes a passage which is remarkable for the number of v;ays

it inaicates Eliot's transformed understanding of language.
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and particularly the peculiar language of poetry— a trans-

formation which had been in process throughout the better

part of a decade. Since it has much bearing on the poems

which he had just completed (the Quartets ) it will bear

quoting here in full:

lie have still a good way to go in the invention
of a verse medium for the theatre, a mediura in
which we shall be able to hear the speech of
contemporary human beings, in which dramatic
characters can express the purest poetry with-
out hight-falutin and in which they can convey
the most commonplace m.essage v/ithout absurdity.
But v;hen v/e reach a point at which the x^oetic
idiom can be stabilized, then a period of
musical elaboration can follov/. I think that
a poet m>ay gain much from the study of music;
. . . the properties in which music concerns
the sense of structure. I think that it might
be possible for a poet to work too closely to
musical analogies . . , but I knov/ that a poem,
or a passage of a poem, may tend to realize
itself first as a particular rhythm before it
reaches expression in words, and that this
rhythm may bring to birth the idea and the
image. . . . The use of recurrent them^es is
as natural to poetry as to miusic.

(OP, 32)

Here, discursively, we are given all the m.ajor concerns of

Eliot's later poetry: the emphasis on pattern and design,

the analogy v/ith the structure of music, the idea that

meaning m.ay be achieved through repetition and recurrency

of rhythmic and verbal patterns. But the question remains,

ho;\? do these concerns, essentially a transformed view of

language, affect the poetry itself? Is Eliot able to ex-

press the inexpressible by putting these notions into

poetic practice and if not, hov; can the failure to do so be

interpreted? It is now to these questions that we must

address ourselves, for ultimately the test of criticism lies
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iii its object, the poetry itself.

The Quartets are preoccupied with the Christian

doctrine of tirr.e and eternity/ and like all Eliot's v/ork

fro:a "7Ash-I.ednesday" on, they presuppose the possibility of

man's ability to possess a physical world, external to him-

self and having a life of its own. Their central theme is

the "abnegation of any humanly imposed pattern in order to
4

recover the divine pattern," To this end, the poet must

forego his earlier attempt to unify disparate elements into

a new v.'hole, for the locus of unity has been shifted; it

no longer is seen to rest in man's cognition but rather is

discovered in the external world which is unified through

God. Since the real pattern of history is God's, any man's

attempt to overcome his own temporal or spatial condition

by imposinghis own patterns upon experience can only result

in a perversion of the larger, encompassing design of which

he is but a part. The v;ay of illuraination must therefore

involve the way of self-negation and self-denial, for

"hope would be hope for the wrong thing" and "love would be

love of the wrong thing" (CP, 126) . In order truly to

overcome tim.e, one must submit to time, for only in the

patterns of memory can the "moment in the rose-garden,/

The moment in the arbour where the rain beat,/ The m.oment

in the draughty church at smokefall/ Be remembered" (CP,

119-20) . Through submission to memory and the patterns

which can be recalled thereby, a timeless reality can from

time to time be apprehended, felt in time and remembered in
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time. Such an experience can only be explained by theology,

for it is the experience upon which religion builds a disci-
5

pline.

There are two views of tirae which standin opposition

to that which the Quartets express. One of these, and one

v/hich the poems treat in several places, sees time as an

endless process from v;hich there can be no escape. "Burnt

Norton" opens with this concept of time hypothetically

sta.ted:

Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future.
And time future contained in time past.
If all time is eternally present
All time is unredeemable,

(CP, 117)

Since redemption requires that there be possibility of

change, nothing can be salvaged of past error in a timeless

present and "VJhat might have been is an abstraction/

Remaining a perpetual possibility/ Only in a world of

speculation" (CP, 117). This is the condition in which

Prufrock labors to effect some communication. In his ever-

present tim.e enclosure, nothing can be said that would

matter, no action is possible, for action requires that there

be movement and movement presupposes change. Time is real

in this view, frighteningly so, for there is nothing but

time and only man's capacity for making images of himself

can relieve the ennui which results from such an environ-

ment. The temptation to do just that had been Eliot's much

earlier, and even nov^/, in the Quartets , the lure of that

particular brand of idealism still has its attractions. But
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the poeras move to reject this view.

The other, and more subtle concept of time which

the (^'uartets treats understanas temporality as illusion/

and that the way of escaping the illusion is by escaping

the world itself, v/hich is the great receptacle of that

illusion. This is essentially the understanding of time

which marks most Eastern religious thought, and it too

offers temptation to the speaker in the Quartets . But this

notion, like the first, is ultimately rejected, and the

Christian concept of time as both a matter of the present

and a matter of eternality pervades the poems. Since, in

a sense, the Christian concept of time incorporates both

of the others, it is not because of any mere desire to

increase the scope of the poems that they treat all three.

Since for Christians history is the place of intersection

between time and eternity, the pervading sense of time in

the poems is closely connected with historical events,

,
In the first place, the poems derive from aspects of

Eliot's ovm, personal history. Burnt Norton is a country

house in Gloucestershire where Eliot had stayed as a

visitor in 1934; East Coker is a village in Somersetshire

fror. v/r.ich the Eliot family emigrated to America; the Dry

Salvages are "a small group of rocks, with a beacon, off

the N.E. coast of Cape Jmn, Massachusetts" (CP, 130) which

Eliot remembered from siommers spent there in his childhood;

Little Gidding, in Huntingdonshire, visited by Eliot in

1936, was the location of an Anglican religious community

established in 1625 by Nicholas Ferrar and later visited
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three tiraes by King Charles, Not only had Eliot some

personal connection with each of these places, that is to

say, a direct relationship, but three of theiti relate to

hira through more than one way. His youth spent in summer

months on Cape Ann recalls the context of his immediate

family, his mother and father; East Coker recalls the

v/hole of the Eliot family and reminds one that one of

Eliot's English ancestors was Sir Thomas Ellyotfc; Little

Gidding, with its Anglican associations, recalls Eliot's

own conversion and the earlier history of his family, some

of whom had been am.ong the first m.embers of the Anglican

comiTLunity in England. There can be no such thing as an

isolated history, for since history is a process and on-

going, one's own life is but a mirror and paradigm of the

lives preceding it and from v;hich it issues, 7\lm.ost

irfimediately, private becomes public and the singular,

communal.

The events which constitute history can be known

through memory, and none better than those which have

played a direct part in shaping one's ovm, personal memory.

Whereas Prufrock is a persona from necessity (in the

v;orld of utter subjectivity, there can be only personae,

no real identities), the speaker of the Quartets is "I,"

the Eliot who is both poet in his time and a man in the

process of history. As with the case found in "A.sh-Wednesday ,

"

there is no longer any need for the Tiresias figure, for

the poet himself, utilizing his own memory to unlock the

collective memory of his history, his race, can serve the
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sarae function. Moreover, it is necessary that the "I"

be speaker, for the undertaking of these poems is nothing

less than a spiritual journey, v/hich, like Dante's, cexn

only be performed by submitting to the suffering required

to v/restle words into place—the poet thereby restores to

himself a role once traditional in Western poetry, that of

pastor and prophet.

To achieve the end of freeing memory from the

concerns of the moment, the distractions of the hour, re-

course is made to patterns, and the Quartets are filled with

various patterns. Not only is the idea of pattern itself

mentioned frequently, but the whole of the four poems are

interrelated in such a way as to provide a rough

approximation of the structure of the musical sonata form.

But it is in the verse itself that the most conspicuous use

of patterning is made, for in these poems Eliot refines his

experiments v/ith stress verse to achieve what is probably

the nearest thing in contemporary poetry to the alliterative

verse of the late Midale Ages. As Helen Gardner has ably

demonstrated, Eliot employs three basic stress groupings,
6

anduses them as a base for a variety of modulations. Of

the three (Gardner distinguishes a four stress line, a

three s-crcss line, and a six stress line as the basic

patterns) , the predominant one throughout the four poems is

the four stress line with which "Burnt Norton" opens. The

stress in these lines is accompanied by overt alliteration,

yet the immense amount of variety which Eliot achieves in
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both stress and alliteration makes the result a matter of

great siibtlety, working on the mind in ways very nearly

like those of music. The frequent monotony of, say. Piers

Plowiaan is thereby overcome and in its place v/e are given

a verse v;hich seems free yet is in fact highly structured

and shaped. Within this verse Eliot is at liberty to make

use of commonplace speech, sententious diction, colloquial

diction and, in short, the entire gamut of language as it

is spoken and written. Gardner has characterized it as

"metrical speech" and the phrase is appropriate. She goes

on to say that the

supreme merit of his new verse, however,
is the liberty it has given him to include
every variety of diction, and to use the
poetic as boldly as the prosaic, without
any restraint. It has enabled him also to
express his ov/n vision of life in a form in 7

which that vision can be perfectly embodied.

The yearning after the apprehension of the eternal,

which is so m^uch a part of the Quartets , dem.ands more than

metrical flexibility, hov/ever. If v/ords are to be made to

reach across the void, to explore the "frontiers of conscious-

ness," then not only must m.etrical facility be exploited,

but also the customary vehicle of poetry, namely, the

metaphorical. For however much the poem.s acknowledge the

existence of an actual world existing apart from the per-

ceiving self, that alone is not sufficient to transfix the

"still point of the turning world" which is "neither flesh

nor fleshless;/ Neither from nor towards" (CP, 119). For

that task, if indeed it can be accomplished, the metaphorical
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basis of the poetry must be iiaade to carry a v/eight not

customarily associated v;ith metaphor. For Dante, the

difficulty v;as not so great, for he haa an accepted

allegorical practice at his disposal (a typical fifteenth

century definition of allegory held that it was continued

metaphor) which could be iramediately understood by his

readers. The allegorical framev/ork, coupled with an

amazing ability to select the most appropriate imagery

made it possible for Dante to express "experience so re-

mote from ordinary experience" (SE_, 257) that few poets

have even attempted anything similar to his undertaking.

But allegory, at least as Dante employed it, is no

longer a usable vehicle for the poet, and so the effect it

earlier had (the "allegory . . , makes it possible for the

reader who is not even a good Italian scholar to enjoy

Dante, Speech varies, but our eyes are all the same" [SE,

243]) can no longer be achieved in that way. Yet since

allegory was a form of metphor, though extended, perhaps

by asking thau the metaphorical dimension of poetry carry

a complex of meaning and ordering those metaphors in a

pattern of subtly arranged and repetitive sounds, the

limitations normally ascribed to language could be overcome,

and the inexpressible at least suggested, V-Jhat is required

is some manner of giving voice to the experience of that

which is often called mystical, v;ithout having recourse to

the subjective devices of, say, Kordsworth, "For most of

us, there is only the unattended/ Moment, the moment in and
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out of time,/ The distraction fit, lost in a shaft of sun-

light" (CE_, 136) , and poetry can reveal such raoir.ents

.

"But to apprehend/ The point of intersection of the time-

less/ VJith time, is an occupation for the saint—/ No

occupation either, but something given/ And taken, in a

lifetime's death in love,/ Ardour and selflessness and

self-surrender" (CjP, 136) . To achieve that end is to try

to make poetry go beyond the realm of poetry, to make

language perform the task of rendering mystical insight.

Eliot ranges over a wide area of mystical thought in

the Quartets , bringing together fragments and allusions from

the 3hagavad-Gita as well as from Christian mystics such

as Dame Juliana of Norwich and St. John of the Cross. Be-

hind much of the mystical material of the poems lies the

spirit of Plato, Plotinus and Heraclitus. Such diversity

has been criticized by some as a blemish on v/hat appears

to be the predominently Christian movement throughout these

poems. Helen Gardner takes particular issue with the in-
8

elusion of references to the Gita in "The Dry Salvages."

But such criticisms miss the point, for they fail to

recognize the common ground behind the mystical thought of

all religions, and perhaps to primitive myth as well. There

is a point on the ladder of mystical illuraination shared

by all mystical experience, regardless of whether it be had

by a Christian, A Hindu or a Buddhist. Evelyn Underhill

states this commonality of mysticism in these term.s

:

It denies that possible knov;ledge is to be
limited (a) to sense impressions, (b) to any
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process of intellection, (c) to the unfolding
of the content of normal consciousness. . . .

The mystics find the basis of their method
not in logic but in life; in the existence

' of a discoverable 'real,' a spark of true
being, within the see]cing subject, which can,
in that ineffable experience which they call
the 'act of union,' fuse itself with and thus
apprehend the reality of the sought object.

t;.o "occupation for the saint" is equatable v/ith the mystic's

cor.v.'.u:".ion with the "sought object" and the many allusions

tliroughout the Quartets establish an extended pattern of

references to other times, places, and events v/here to some

such a coirdiiunion has come. Though the personal tone is

present throughout much of the Quartets , we need not make

Eliot any sort of mystical seer; the experience which com>es

to the m.ystic is simply the most intense image Eliot could

employ for his ov/n attempt to reach beyond the limits of

sequential language. The av/areness of the personal

dimension serves, hov/ever, to increase this intensity. We
.

are aware that Little Gidding was a place of spiritual

communion in the sixteenth century, but that realization is

made more poignant v/ith the knowledge that Eliot himiself

visisted (and perhaps worshipped) there. Prayer, also, is

a personal matter, ana v;e are aware that each of the four

poems contains a prayer.

But it is largely on the metaphorical level that the

Quartets aim "beyond language." Metaphor, it would seem,

takes on an almost ontological status here, attem.pting to

convey through complex juxtapositions and extended com-

parisons a degree of knowledge 'which could not be served by

the more conventional means of m.ost poetry. Many metaphors
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in these poeius attempt to subsijiue various feelings and

exj;-3riences inuo a new unity, while maintaining tiie

integrity of tiie parts; Lliot has simply extended the

metaphysical "conceit."

The rose-garden of "Burnt Norton" is an example. On

one level, it is merely a place recalled as being a spot

one had visited. There is some suggestion that the place

was associated with a significant experience, now all but

forgotten in the dimness of the past. Yet the speaker v/as

warned away, for it was a place of too much reality and

"huraan kind/ Cannot bear very much reality" {CF_, 118) . It

was' also a paradoxical location v/here there was "unheard

music hidden in the shrubbery,/ And . . , unseen eyebearas

crossea" and it had been reached by "the passage which v/e

dia not take" (CP, 118 and 117) . VJhat sort of metaphorical

si.^jr.if icance can this place have, introduced as it is by

paradox and left with a suggestion that it erabodied some

revelation more real than h\ffiian kind can bear? There is

certainly some association of the image with a place of

sensual love, ana the rose is also a traditional Christian

symbol for the Virgin. Moreover, throughout the Hiadle

Ages, the customary representation of the Virgin Annunciate

placed her in an enclosed garden. In addition, the "lotus"

of the episode carries with it certain quasi-mystical

Hindu associations and, in the Odyssey , is related to the
10

realm of dream.s. The suggestion of a dream sequence is

heightened by the uncertain identity of the children and
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their relationship to the garden. The entire passage draws

together a variety of allusions and connotations, yet

never corapletely subsumes them into a new and homogeneous

whole. The various elements of the garden metaphor exist

incependently in the whole, informing it and adding to its

meaning, but never becoming lost in a new and all-embracing

image

.

In the light of the Christian elements involved, the

rose-garden can be seen as a place of spiritual incarnation

just as readily as it can be understood as referring to

some earlier, unfilfilled possibility of temporal love.

Yet it in fact comprehends both of these possibilities and

others as well. Love, in the context v/hich the Quartets

establish, is never merely temporal or spiritual, unless it

is love perverted. To image forth a union of man with God

Eliot turns here to what is a traditional figure of human

love, yet embeds that figure in a context which keeps it

from being an overt recollection of the sort one gets in,

say, Donne. It is both precise and vague, a perfect example

of Eliot's "transparent language."

The "place of disaffection" of Part III of "Burnt

Norton" offers another instance of how this sort of

metaphorical complexity works. In the most literal sense,

tlie alace referred to is the tube, or a part of the under-
11

ground railv;ay system of London. But behind this literal

level ana continually maintained by it is a broad metaphorical

parallel to that dark night of the soul which precedes the
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moment of divine union in many mystical experiences. At

first, it is still the tube, the passageway in v/hich the

trains shunt back and forth, carrying their cargo of

"strained time-ridden faces/ Distracted from distraction

by ais traction" (CP, 120) , But the hum.an element begins

to diminish, for the moment of insight cannot be attended,

"Not here/ Kot here the darkness, in this twittering

world" (CP, 120) . For that m.om.ent to be achieved, negation

of self is required:

Descend lov;er, descene only
Into the world of perpetual solitude,
V/orld not world, but that which is not world.
Internal darkness, deprivation
I\nd destitution of all property.
Desiccation of the world of sense.
Evacuation of the v/orld of fancy,
Inoperancy of the world of spirit.

(CP, 120-1)

The hortatory tone of this passage adds emphasis to the

whole pattern of the image of subway-night. It casts up a

depersonalized depiction of the v;ay of non-attached action.

The figure ends with the abrupt statement that "This is the

one way, and the other/ Is the sam.e, not in movement/ But

abstention from movement; while the world moves/ In

appetency, on its metalled vjays/ Of tim.e past and time

future" (CP, 121). The "other way" is that of m^editation

and contemplation, as is set forth in the exercises describea

in the Gita . Both are types of approaches to illuminatory

experience, but the one characterized under the metaphor of

the London sxabv;ay is the way of non-involved action,

entered into with consciousness, but not pursued with any

intensity.
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The parallel between Eliot's description of this

aescent into the soul's dark night and the teaching of St.

John of the Cross is striking. St. John marks three states

of the dark night; the negation, first of the senses, then
12

of the intellect and ultimately of the spirit as v/ell.

Eliot describes these stages with the words "desiccation,"

"evacuation," and "inoperancy ,
" and the last of these is

the most significant, for it is only when the spirit is

inoperative that the grace of the divine Object can enter

and permeate the soul.

A similar descent into a dark night occurs in section

III of "East Coker." Most probably v/ritten against a

background of v;hat seemed like imminent destruction for

England, it represents one of the most depressing and
13

pessimistic turns in any of the four poems. The warlike

scene has already been set in section II, with the fight

of the Sun against Scorpion taking place against a. vivid

backarop of "constellated wars."

Thunder rolled by the rolling stars
Simulates triumphal cars
Deployed in constellated v/ars
Scorpion fights against the Sun
Until the Sun and x-lood go down
Comets weep and Leonids fly
Hunt the heavens and the plains
Iv'hirled in a vortex that shall bring
The world to that destructive fire
Which burns before the ice-cap reigns.

(CP, 124-5)

Against this foreboding background, section III opens with

the bleak words of Samson Agonistes, "0 dark dark dark"

J

the destructive pov;er of war v/ill take all, not even leaving
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any for the vjork of burial. The people seen earlier on the

London subv/ay are here too, going nov;here from nowhere, but

now they have faces and names. They are the characters of

the modern world, and their names are their jobs: "captains,

merchant bankers, eminent men of letters,/ The generous

patrons of art, the statesmen and the rulers,/ Distinguished

civil servants, chairmen of many committees,/ Industrial

lords and petty contractors, . ." (CP, 126), The empty

pomposity of these figures is emphasised by the long, heavy

lines— a litany of boredom. It is a repetition, in a

different key, of the refrain from "Burnt Norton" and the

repetition is pointed out: "You say I am repeating/

Som.ething I have said before. I shall say it again" (CP,

127) . So both the extended metaphors in which humans

descend into two earthly "dark nights" are repeated; the

first one the dark night of "tuiTiid apathy" where masses

move in and out of the subway as it scuttles through the

tube, the second the dark night of war, of manmade death

and destruction.

Section IV of "East Coker" opens with what Helen
14

Gardner calls a "poem, on the Passion." But it is m.ore

than that, for the Passion has been translated under the

miotaphor of a hospital, with Christ represented bv the
15

"v;ounded surgeon," It is Christ's action in anticipating

the sacrificial act of Atonement for every individual

which "resolves the enigma of the fever chart" and brings

redemptive life to those who "obey the dying nurse" (CP,

127) , This prayerful section brings together the earlier
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passages which have St. John of the Cross at their center

and replace that figure v/ith an image of Christ, who is

both Subject and Object in the progress of the soul

towards divine insight.

The whole of the first four sections of "The Dry

Salvages" functions as an extended metaphor, set in the

dramatic context of the sea and river of the beginning of

the poem. The personae of the metaphor are the fisher-

men of section II, and the river and sea their habitat and

source of livelihooc. Yet these geographical features are

no more understood and controlled by the fishermen than the

world of rational perception is understood by men anywhere.

Yet, in their daily struggle to earn a living from the

sea, the fishenrten become the embodiment of the race as it

constantly v/orks to achieve similar aims in various ways:

Where is the end of them, the fishermen sailing
Into the wind's tail, where the fog cowers?
We cannot think of a time that is oceanless
Or of an ocean not littered with wastage
Or of a future that is not liable
Like the past, to have no destination.

VJe have to think of them as forever bailing.
Setting and hauling, while the North East lowers
Over shallow banks unchanging erosionless
Or drawing their money, drying sails at dockage;
Kot as making a trip that v.'iil be unpayable
For a haul that will not bear examination.

(CP, 132)

The union of external and internal, of God and man, gives

the pattern of daily existence its m.eaning and orders life

towaras a destination. The vinion of man and Goa, and event

in history, renders all history meaningful, for it

reconciles the "death of living" v;ith each experience of

that death.
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"Only the hardly^ barely prayable/ Prayer of the

one Annunciation" ansv/ers "the voiceless wailing" and the

"withering of withered flowers,/ . , the moment of pain

that is painless and motionless,/ . ." and the "bone's

prayer to Death its God" (CP, 132) . Here, the fishermen

recall the Fisher King of "The Vjaste Land" but they have

now become apostles, fishers of m.en, as well. Their

daily routine, half-understood and filled with toil,

becomes an image of the religious pattern of v;ork-

sacrifice-redemption. Thus, the metaphor relates them to

the race and their toiling-ground to the world of human

endeavor at large. The prayer they offer to the Lady at

the beginning of section IV is only prayable once they

have accepted the necessity for action described in

section III. Once the fact of the Annunciation is

asserted and accepted, then action becomes a Christian

imperative, even though it be left to others to turn the

products of a life to effective use. The fishermen who are

able to pray to the "Lady, whose shrine stands on. the

promontory" recognize their commitment to a life of action,

action vmich is expressed in the repetitive pattern of

their daily lives.

In "Little Gidding" this pattern of sacrifice-

redemption is brought full circle under the metaphor of

the king's visit to a chapel at nightfall. The king, v/ho,

on one level of understanding, is Charles I, is also

associated with Christ. Charles, along with the rest of
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Englana's past, cannot be revived again, but they have left

something norc significant than the hope of their revival.

Thev have left a syiubol, one v;hich has been "perfected in

death." 7ind that syiribol, seen in terras of its having

Christ as its center, laeans no more nor less than, in
15

words paraphrased from the Shewing

s

of Juliana of I^orwich,

that "All raanner of thing shall be well/ 3y the purificat- .

ion of the motive/ In the ground of our beseeching" (CP, 14 3)

.

This, coining as it does near the end of the Quartets is like

an assertion that the limits of knowing marked by the

Atonement are those v/hich must suffice for most of us. The ,

impossible union is figured as the Incarnation, "The hint

half guessed, the gift half understooa, is Incarnation./

Here the impossible union,/ Of spheres of existence is
r

actual,/ Here the past and future/ Are conquered, and

reconciled, . ." (CP, 136). To acnieve this union is

reserved for those fe\v who are saints;

For most of us, this is the aim
Never here to be realized;
V:ho are only defeated
Because we have gone on trying;
Vie, content at the last
If our temporal reversion nourish
(l^ot too far from the yew-tree)
The life of significant soil.

(CP, 137)

This is the nature of the "good life" as Reilly

describes it to Celia in The Cocktail Party . People who

accept the conditions of the world, who live in it but not

exclusively of it, may remember

The vision they have had, but they cease to regret
it.
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Maintain thcnselves by the ccrroraon routine,
Learn to avoid excessive expectation,
BecoiTie tolerant of themselves and others,
Giving ana taking in the usual actions
What there is to give and take.

(P, 189)

Celia cannot accept this life; she aspires to the condition

of the saint. For her, a life of separation, self-denial
I

and loneliness is the only alternative. Reilly points out

to her that such a course, taken v/ith awareness and

enterea into v/ith conviction, will lead to spiritual

i il-jiaination and fulfillment. She einbodies, by taking

that course, the life given to the saint in the Quartets .

It is the "best life" but only a few can attain it, for it

iniplies renouncing the things of this world and devoting

oneself to a life of contemplation and self-denial.

"Woras are all the poet has to attempt to express

this goal, and in each of the poems in the Quartets save

one there is a passage devoted exclusively to the problem

of making words equal to the task. All these passages

occur in the same place, section V of each poem, and their

place in the structure makes it clear they are more than

digression, Eliot is burdened with the sense of the in-

adequacy of language and the burden is one he shares with

all writers of religious poetry. "Words move, m.usic moves/

Only in timie; but that v/hich is only living/ Can only die.

Words, after speech, reach/ Into the silence" (CP, 121).

Words have to respect temporal and spatial rules, they

have to be given human arrangement. But placed in patterns,

and then repeated in patterns , they may becom.e secondary

to the design they order and the reader may be left with
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only the purity of the design: "only by the form, the

pattern,/ Can v;orcis or music reach/ The stillness, as a

Chinese jar still/ I-ioves perpetually in its stillness"

(CP, 121). But the effect is achieved at great expense,

for v7ords "strain,/ Crack and sometinaes break, under the

burden,/ Under the tension, skip, slide, perish,/ Decay

with imprecision, will not stay in place,/ Will not stay

still" (CP, 121) . But the effort may be worth while, for

once v/ords can be made to say something, the movement of

time and memory has been changed and "one has only learnt

to get the better of words/ For the thing one no longer

h'-s to say, or the way in v/hich/ One is no longer disposed

tc say it" (CP_, 12 8) . The only word v/hich can serve the

need is the Word itself, and in "The Dry Salvages" where

one might expect the passage on language v/e have instead

the affirmation of Incarnation, the "hint half guessed,

the gift half understood" (CP, 136)

,

With that recognition, the poet can claim, in the

appropriate section of the last of the Quartets , that "What

we call the beginning is often the end/ And to make an end

is to make a beginning" (CP, 144) . The assertion that

the "poetry does not matter" (CP_, 125) does not, then,

mean that poetry is either impossible or that it is a

waste of effort, but rather that as poetry it is of little

use unless it can point to something in experience which has

nothing to do with poetry as such. Poetry must, to be

representative of the hioman conaition, suggest that not words
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but the Wora is of vital and salvific value. With the

huiaility that this recognition brings, the poet can then

claiiu also that the "beginning is often the end" and can

also order words in the confidence that v/hile saints

may reach beyond language, the poet does not need to try,

for the fact of Incarnation is first of all a matter of

the here and nov/, and Christ is daily crucified and daily

resurrected. If he would imitate Christ, the poet must

write about the here and now. History is a pattern of

"timeless laoments , So, v;hile the light fails/ On a

winter's afternoon, in a secluded chapel/ History is

now and England" (CP, 145)

.

Thus, when language is understood to be a substantial

entity in a world of objects, all of them upheld and

maintained by the "Love and the voice of this Calling,"

the struggle of the poet is redeemed, and he can say that

. . . every phrase
;\nd sentence that is right (where every word

is at home
Taking its place to support the others

,

The v/ord neither diffident nor ostentatious.
An easy commerce of the old and the nev/.

The coivaon v;ord exact v;ithout vulgarity.
The formal v/ord precise but not pedantic.
The complete consort dancing together)
Every phrase and every sentence is an end and

a beginning.
Every ooem an epitaph.

(CP, 144)

In the end, Eliot fails. Language v/ill not serve

to express the inexpressible. But the failure is unavoid-

able, for the poet's role is to treat experience and

experience is expressible. One of the central experiences

which Eliot comes to express in the Quartets is that
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experience of the process of discovering that language,

like history, is a iriatter of the real, and that failure

to make words reach beyond thenselves is not really

failure but achievement. The language of the Quartets

is therefore contemplative, for it is an offering of ex-

perience as best the poet can say it, and in that act of

offering the language becomes a gesture, sacramental

because it is offering, poetry because it is pattern.

Not all would agree. But if one is to take Eliot

one must take him on his own terms, and in verse which

has the measured quality of litany he achieves v;hat no

other poet in our time has— as effective a poetry of

meditation as could be v/ritten in a time when the habit

of meditation is nearly lost. That he is able to find a

form and a method for m.aking his uncommon experience

concrete is justification enough for recognizing him as

the major poetic voice of the first half of the twentieth

century. To return to Wittgenstein's phrase v/ith which

this study opened, Eliot's later poetry is a making

manifest of an experience v/hich itself is beyond the reach

of language. Nothing more can be asked of any poet.
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NOTES

Eliot goes on, in the same place, to say "Indeed,
in rauch romantic poetry the saaness is due to the
exploitation of the fact that no human relations are
aaequate to human desires, but also to tiie aisbelief
ir. any further object for human desires than th a'c wnich,
bo:Lng hur::an , fails to satisfy them . " (Ttalics rainel

2
Poetry and Morality (London, 1961) , p. 129.

3
UPC , p. 15.

4
i-iiller, p. 187,

D
Grover Smith, T. S_. Eliot's Poetry and Plays

(Chicago, 1960) , p. 25"5".

6
The Art of T. S. Eliot , pp. 25-35.

Ibjq . , p. 35.

Ibid . , p. 173 (note).

9
Mysticism (iJev; York, 1956) , p. 24.

10
Smith, p. 260.

D. S. Bland, "Mr. Eliot on the Underground," MEN ,

vol. 68, 1953, pp. 27 f. Cf. Steffan Bergsten, Time ana
Eternity ; A Study in the Structure and Symbolism of T. S_.

Elior' s ' Four Quartets , ' (Stockholm, 1960) , p. 181 and
Matthiessen, p. 14 3.

12
Bergsten, p. 183.

13Donald Gallup, T. £. Eliot; A bibliography , 195 3

(Nev; York, 195 3) . "Burnt Morton" v;as first published in April,
1936, in Collected Poems 1909-1935. The Family Renuion, Old
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Pos sui'-i' s Book of Practical Cats and 1!hG Idea of a Christian
S ociety \vere publisnea ^oetv/een that date and -lay 23, 19^10,

when "iJast Cokcr" first appeared in The New English V;ee]cly

Laster Nmnber ( Suoplenent ) . It is fair to assui.ie, then,
tnat the v.'riting of raost of "East Coker" took place soirie-

v;here in the intervening period and closer to the date of
its first appearance than to the date of the first issue of
"Burnt Norton."

14
iirt of T, S_. Eliot

, p. 25.

Smith, p. 274.
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